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1.10 INTRODUCTION TO,.

PROBABILISTIC RISK 
ASSESSMENT 

Learning Objectives: 

"1. Defme the term risk.  

"2. List the three questions that a plant PRA 

* answers.  

3. Describe the-different levels of PRA.  

4. Define the following terms: 
a: 'internal and external initiating events 
b. accident sequence 
c. plant damage state 
d. frontline system 
"e. support system 

5. Explain why event tree analysis is performed 
and the important features of an event tree.  

-,6. Explain why fault tree analysis is performed 
and the four types of faults included in the 
fault trees, 

"7. List the four types of accident sequences that 
are important.  

8. Identify how importance measures can be 

Sused in risk management.  

9' *List three regulatory uses of PRA. -, 

10. List two utility uses of PRA.  

11. Identify two possible uses of the PRA 
, information for plant inspectors.

1.10.1 INTRODUCTION

The purpose of a PRA is to determine the course 
of events and their frequency that lead to varying 
magnitudes of radiation release and to determine 
the consequences associated with the radiation 
release for each course of events.  

-,This section is an introduction to Probabilistic 
Risk Assessment (PRA) technology. The intent 
of this section is to expose the students to PRA 
by providing a brief history of pRA, describing 
the basic concepts associated with- accident 

sequence analysis, identifying the information we 
'get from a PRA, and identifying the uses of PRA 

by NRC and theutilities. This section includes 
'an introduction to the principal Level 1 PRA 

modeling methodologies (i.e., event tree and 

fault tree analysis), accident sequence evaluation; 
- several quantitative, importance measures; 

examples of accident, sequences addressed by 
PRA; and the importance of PRA results to 
nuclear power plant inspectors., -

There are many definitions of risk. However, 
-most .of them include -two• basic factors: 
likelihood and consequences. Therefore, for the 

--purpose, of nuclear power plant- safety 

assessments, risk is defined-as the product of 

likelihood and consequences of potential 
accidents at commercial nuclear power plants.  

A, Probabilistic -Risk Assessment (PRA) is -an 

:engineering tool iused to -quantify the risk of a 
,,-facility. PRA is used -primarily to address:the 

likelihood and consequences of rare events at 
nuclear power plants. These events are generally 

beyond the design basis and are referred to as 
severe accidents. The PRA augments traditional 

- engineering analyses by providing quantitative 
-measures of safety for severe accidents and thus 
-a means of addressing the relative significance of
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issues in relation-f6 ilant safety2 Basically, a 
nuclear power plant PRA answers three 
questions: 

1) What can, go wrong? 
2) How likely is it? 
3) What are the consequences? 

Probabilistic risk assessment is a multi
disciplinary approach employing various 
methods including analysis of system reliability, 
containmeht response, fission product release 
and public consequence analyses. PRA treats the 
entire plant and its constituent systems in an 
integrated fashion. Because of this, subtle 
interrelationships can be discovered that are 
important to risk. Another important attribute of 
the PRA method is it involires both single and 
multiple failure analysis.- Multiple failures often 
lead' to situations beyond system' design basis 
and, in some cases, are more likely than single 
failuies: By addressing multiple failures, the 
PRA can cover a broad spectrum of potential 
plant accidents.  

1.10.2 HISTORY and BACKGROUND 

The first comprehensive- development and 
application of PRA techniques in the commercial 
nuclear power industry was the NRC sponsored 
Reactor Safety Study (RSS). The, RSS analyzed 
both a BWR (Peach Bottom) and PWR (Surry).  
The report of the RSS results (1), generally 
referred to as WASH-1400, was published in 
October of 1975.' The basic PR'A approach 
developed by the RSS is still used today.  

The piincipal objective of the RSS was to 
quantify 'the risk' to the public- from U.S.  
commercial nuclear power plants.' Because it 
was the first broad scale application of event and 
fault tree methods to a system as complex as a

nuclear power plant, and because it analyzed 
conditions beyondI the 'design basis, and 
attempted to quantify the associated risk; it was 
one of the more controversial documents in the 
history of reactor safety. A group, called the 
Lewis Committee performed a peer review of the 
RSS and published a report (2), NUREG/CR
0400, to the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission, three years later to describe the 
effect of the RSS results on the regulatory 
process. The report concluded that although the 
RSS had so-me flaws and PRA had not been 
formally used in the licensing process, PRA 
methods were the best available and should be 
used to assist in the allocation of the limited 
resources available for the improvement of 
safety.  

The 1979 accident at Three Mile Island (TMI) 
substantially changed the character of the NRC's 
regulatory system. The accident revealed that 
nuclear reactors might not be safe enough and 
that new policies and approaches were required.  
Based on comments and recommendation from 
the Kemeny and'Rogovin investigations (3) of 
the TMI accident, a substantial research program 
on severe accident phenomenology was initiated 
(i.e., those accidents beyond the design basis 
which could result in core damage). It was also 
recommended that PRA be used more by the staff 
to complement its traditional, non-probabilistic 
methods of analyzing nuclear plant safety.  
Rogovin also suggested in a report (4) to the 
Commissioners and the public, NUREG/CR
1250, that the NRC policy on severe accidents 
consider 1) more severe accidents in the licensing 
process and 2) probabilistic safety goals to help 
define what is an acceptable level of plant safety.  
Soon thereafter, the NRC staff sponsored the 
Interim Reliability Evaluation Program (5), a 
series of plant reliability studies reported in 
NUREG/CR-2728, to develop methods for the
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efficient use of PRA to analyze the various 
designs of operating reactors and to increase the 
cadre of experienced PRA practitioners. By the 
mid 1980s, general procedures for performing 
PRAs were developed -and .documented ,in the 
PRA- Procedures Guide (6), NUREG/CR-2300.  
The current status of PRA, its relationship to the 
nuclear regulatory process, and a summary, of 
PRA perspectives available at that time (1984) 
was published in the Probabilistic Risk 
Assessment Reference Document (7), NUREG
1050. This document -also discussed -the 
potential uses of PRA results for regulatory 
purposes.  

In the late 1980s, the U.S. Nuclear Regulatory 
Commission sponsored an current assessment of 
severe accident risks for five commercial nuclear 
power plants in a report called Severe Accident 
Risks: An Assessment for Five U.S. Nuclear 
Power Plants (8), NUREG 1150. This report 
included an update of the RSS risk assessments 
of Surry and Peach Bottom and provided the 
latest NRC version of the state of the art in PRA 
models, methods, and approaches.  

Subsequently, the NRC issued a Generic Letter 
to initiate an Individual Plant Examination (IPE) 
Program for Severe Accident Vulnerabilities (9), 
Generic Letter No. 88-20. The NRC requested 
each licensed commercial nuclear power plant to 
identify plant specific yulnerabilities to severe 
accidents by-performance of a PRA or by'other 
equivalent, approved means. The IPEletter is 
the main reason PRAs are being performed by 
-utilities today.  

,A summary of the insights gained from previous 
risk assessments are as follows: -

1) As illustrated by the NUREG-1 150 results 
(8) and previous plant PRAs, the PRAs reflect

details of plant systems, operation and physical 
lay out. Since nuclear power plants in the U.S.  
"are not standardized, the ,PRA results are very 
plant-specific. Reactor design, equipment, 
location, and operation (power level, test and 
maintenance; operator actions) have a large 
impact on the outcome. Therefore, in their 
details, the results can differ significantly from 
plant to plant.  

2) Even with the differences in the 'detailed 
results among plant studies, PRATcan be used for 
some generic applications as listed in NUREG
1050 (7). Some examples are:

* 

* 

* 

* 

*

Regulatory activity prioritization, 
" Safety issue evaluation, 
Resource allocation, 
Inspection program, and" 
NRC policy development.

3) Using PRA in the decision process can show 
which changes are desirable to improve plant 
safety. ý Example estimates of averted risk from 
PRA experience are listed in Table 1.10-1`. This 
table describes plant modifications recommended 
bythe PRA with the corresponding reduction in 
risk indicated (risk impact).  
4) PRAs have also been used as a cost saving 
tool. A list of example estimates of avoided costs 
from PRA experience is shown in Table 1.10-2.  

,-5).PRAs have pointed -out some general 
differences with respect to BWRs and PWRs as a 
class. For example, NUREG-1150 (8) states 
that:~ 

a. Principal accident contributor to core damage 
frequency 

BWRs - station blackout and ATWS' 
. PWRs - loss.of coolant accident
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b. Core damage frequency 

BWRs - lower than PWRs, more redundant 
systems 
PWRs - higher than BWRs, fewer ways to 
supply water to the reactor coolant system 

c. Early containment failure given a core 
damage accident 

BWRs - higher probability 
PWRs - lower probability, strong and large 
containments 

The major contributors to core damage by 
accident type for the-NUREG-1150 PWR and 
BWR plants are shown in Figure 1.10-1.  

1.10.3 LEVELS of PRA, 

A full scope PRA, calculating the risk to the 
public, involves three discrete levels of study.  
Figure 1.10-2 illustrates the activities' and/or 
products, associated with each level. The output 
of the three levels are as follows: 

Level I - plant systems modeling 'which 
computes the frequency of core damage; 

Level 2 - accident phenomenology and fission 
product transport afialysis which computes the 
inventories of fission products released to the 
environment (source terms) and their frequencies; 
and 

Level 3 - consequence analysis which computes 
the public health effects and their likelihood from 
the releases of fission products.  

The Level 1 PRA involves modeling plant 
systems 'and calculating frequencies of the 
potential accidents that could, result in core

damage. To identify the potential accidents and 
quantify their frequency of occurrence, system 
safety analysis methods are used (e.g., event 
trees, fault trees) along with initiating event 
frequencies, coinponent failure data, and human 
error rates. From this level of the PRA, the 
accident sequences resulting in core damage are 
identified and the total core damage frequency is 
determined.  

The Level 2 PRA involves thermal hydraulic and 
structural analyses .of containmeni, as well as 
modeling of the behavior of fission' products 
during the postulated accident. From this level of 
the PRA, the magnitude, nature and frequency of 
radionuclide releases from containment are 
estimated.  

The Level',3 PRA involves calculating the 
potential health impact on the public from the 
release of the radionuclides. To quantify the 
releases health effects, plume dispersion, weather 
characteristics (meteorology), population 
concentration, doses, and evacuation procedures 
are addressed. Computer codes are used to 
compute the consequences of the releases. From 
this level of the PRA, the number of early 
fatalities and delayed, cancer fatalities are 
computed along with their likelihoods.  

The Level 1, PRA results provide an important 
quantitative measure: core damage frequency.  
This measure is useful in efforts to manage plant 
safety because it is directly related to the plant 
systems design and operation of plant systems 
and it is indicator of the potential risk' to the 
facility, and indirectly the public, from potential 
accidents. Computation of how design and 
operational changes effect core damage frequency 
directly indicate the impact on plant safety.

USNRC Technical Training Center 1.10-4 Rev 0197
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Therefore, the following discussion focuses injection. Each plant damage state results in a 
primarily on the methodology and results of the. different challenge to the' containment and
Level 1 PRAX

A set -of, accident sequences is the principl 
,product -of the Level I PRA activities. A 
accident sequence is a postulated occurrenc 
consisting of an initiating event or initiating ever 
class and a specific combination of success an, 
failure states of the systems and/or operation 
which, if successful, mitigate the impact of th 
initiating event to maintain the plant in a safe an 
stable state.  

Although the accident sequences of primar 
interest in a Level 1 lead to core damage, all thes 
accident sequences are not equivalent. Some ar 
more severe than others in terms of potentia 
plant damage and/or public health consequences.

ultimately a different inventory of fission 
products (source term) released to the 

e environment.  
n 
e The plant damage'states define the important 
it., accident characteristics for use in the analysis of 
d the containment 'response, .behavior' of the 
.s damaged core, and the transport of the fission 
e products to the environment, outside the 
d containment. Therefore, the plant damage states 

provide the interface With the Level 2 and 3 PRA 
activities, where the accident -progression, 

y containment response, fission 'product release, 
e and subsequent risk to the public is calculated.  

I --The output of the Level I PRA activities is 
.- generated principally by the use of the event tree 

and faulttree analysis methodology. A brief
Therefore, all the level 1 accident sequences are -° description of these methods and how they are
classified ,into plant damage states according to 
those factors which determine the ,potential 

severity of the sequences.A Plant Damage State 
is a grouping of accident sequences that have the 
potential for similar outcomes in terms ol 
,containment response and fission produci 
release. Characteristics of accident sequence., 
such as reactor coolant system- pressure, eveni 
timing, and system availability and operational 
status are considered in ,the development of the 
plant damage states. All the accident sequences, 
with similar characteristics are put in the same 
plant damage state.  

For example, accident sequences witt 
containment safeguards systems failed would be 

-_put in different plant damage states from those 
with successful containment safeguards systerr 
operation and accident sequences with failure of 
emergency coolant injection would be put in 
different states than, those -with successfu'

used to estimate core 'damage frequency is 
I provided in the following sections.  

1.10.4 EVENT TREE ANALYSIS 

The analytical technique used to identify accident 
sequences is called Event Tree Analysis. Event 

L trees order and depict the success or failure of 
I functions or systems required to mitigate the 

effects of an initiating event. An event tree is a 
simple diagram, similar to a decision tree, which 
illustrates the 'potential' combinations of events 

,-which are of interest given some initial condition 
(initiating event).  

To illustrate the technique, a simple event tree 
example has been provided.  

---This event tree has been developed to examine 
the ways your instructor may fail to be here, first 
thing in the morning, to explain this to you.. -

USNRC Technical Training Center 1.10-5 Rev 0197
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The initiating event for this analysis, is sunrise 
and we want to, make sure that your instructor 
gets up and makes it to the class room. The 
systems which are required to "operate" to assure 
that this happens are an alarm clock or wake-up 
call to get your instructor up, an automobile to 
get him or her to the building, and the elevator or 
the stairs to get him or her up here to the class 
room. The results of the event tree analysis for 
the instructor's failure to be in class is shown in 
Figure 1.10-3.  

The combinations of "system" failures and 
successes, and the functions they perform, 
determine the status of the instructor (i.e., in 
class or absent). In event tree analysis, an 
upward branch (vertical line) represents a success 
of the system and a downward line represents a 
failure. Each unique combination of successes 
and failures is called an event tree sequence (or 
accident sequence). The sequences are identified 
by using the letters (or other identifier) 
corresponding to the initiating event and the 
systems that failed.  

The sequences are developed by going through 
the event tree heading-by-heading and developing 
a success and failure path only. in those cases 
where it has a bearing on the outcome (e.g., is 
the instructor in class or not?). - Other cases 
which are not physically possible or do not 
impact the outcome are not, developed. For 
example, when the alarm clock is successful, we 
do not postulate failure of the wake-up call 
because the instructor is already awake.  
Likewise, if the automobile fails, neither the 
elevator nor the stairs' can get the instructor to 
class.  

To demonstrate the fact that all sequences are not 
equal, compare sequences IAC and IAB. In 
IAC, the instructor is awake, but never arrives in

'class because either the car fails or he or she is 
stuck, fuming, in traffic. However, in sequence 
IAB, both the alarm clock and wake-up call fail 
to wake the instructor and he or she remains in 
bed sleeping (hopefully with pleasant dreams).  
Clearly, the effects on the instructor of these two 
sequences are drastically different.  

For nuclear power plants, systemic event trees 
(event trees with systems as headings) display 
the combinations of plant system failures that can 
result in core damage. They are constructed for 
each initiating event group. An individual path 
through such an event tree (an accident sequence) 
identifies' specific combinations of system 
successes and failires leading to (or avoiding) 
core damage,. - As- such, the event tree 
qualitatively identifies what must fail in a plant in 
order to cause core damage.  

Most initiating events for nuclear plant PRAs are 
those events' that occur while the reactor is 
operating at full power, trip the plant, and require 
the operation- of- various systems to -bring the 
reactor to a safe, stable state. Some PRAs are 
just starting to look at initiating events while the 
reactor is in other modes of operation and at 
events that involve the fuel storage pool. All 
initiating events applicable to the particular plant 
being analyzed must be identified along withi their 
associated'frequencies. These initiating events 
are collected into groups for performance of the 
event tree analysis.  

The two kinds of initiating events considered in 
PRAs are: 

1) Internal initiating events are those that occur 
mainly within the bounds of the systems being 
analyzed. Examples include: loss of coolant 
accidents, loss of offsite power, turbine trips and 
loss of feedwater events.

U�iNKL lecanical iraining Center 1.10.6
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2) External initiating events are those events that 
'generally. -occur -outside the systems being 

"- modeled: Some examples are earthquakes, fires, 
and floods.  

In general, a separate event tree will be developed 
for each initiating event group. Identification of 
these initiating event groups is based upon the 
unique combinations of mitigating systems and 

-success criteria. For~example, NUREG/CR
- 4550 (11) lists BWR and PWR generic transient 

classifications along with their associated 
frequencies. Specifically, two initiating event 

, :groups (or classes) for transients are identified: 

1) transients with Power Conversion System 
- (PCS) available,,-and 2) transients with loss of 

PCS. This differentiation is made because if 
*- PCS (i.e., main feedwater) is available it can be 

used as a heat sink, therefore, events that could 
result in plant trip with PCS available have 
different mitigating systems initially available 
than'in the case with PCS unavailable.  

The headings listed across the top of an event tree 
consist of those systems that mitigate the impact 
of the initiating event, e.g., decay heat removal, 
coolant makeup systems. The required 
mitigating systems, referred to as front line 
systems in-the-PRA, will be identified for each 
initiating event. Front line systems are those 
systems that can perform the required safety 
(mitigating) functions for the initiating events or 

"..event groups. 'Specific success criteria, for each 

front line system that performs a mitigating 
(safety) function, must be identified. In addition 
to a performance definition (e.g., flow rate, 
response time, trip limits), these success criteria 
must be stated in discrete hardware terms, such 
as the number of required pumps, flow paths, 
instrument trains, or power buses. Ultimately, 
the success criteria for each front line system will

be based on detailed thermal-hydraulic, core 
physics, or other phenomenological calculations.  

1.10.5 SYSTEMS ANALYSIS 

The event tree analysis identifies the accident 
sequences that can result in core damage. Each 
of these sequences consists- of a. specific 
combination of an initiating event class and front 

line (mitigating) system failures. -To identify 
'how the systems might fail, system modeling is 
performed. -

The most common analytical technique used to 
model system failures -is .fault tree analysis.  
Other modeling techniques such as expressing 
failure in the form of an equation or-using a 
single failure probability number, referred to as a 
'black box' model, can be used for those systems 

-,which are relatively simple and/or whose failures 
are independent from the other systems being 
analyzed. In some cases, the complexity of the 
system and the availability of failure data may 
warrant the use of data rather than a model (e.g., 
the main feedwater system failure is often 
represented by a 'black box' model).  

- Formally, fault tree analysis can be defined as: 
"an analytical technique, whereby an undesired 

state of the ,system is specified (usually a state 
that is critical froma safety standpoint), and the 
system is then analyzed in the context.of its 

- environment and operation to find all credible 
,ways in which the undesired event can occur." 

NUREG-0492 (12). , ' 

In other words, the ,fault, tree is a technique to 
identify the ways in which a system may fail to 
"perform its intended function. The fault tree is 
constructed using rules and logic symbols.. It 
develops the ways in which a system can fail by 
-identifying all -credible single, and multiple
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failures. The result is a logic diagram of system 
faults which can be evaluated by a computer.  

As an example of a fault tree, let's select the 
alarm clock from our event tree example in 
Section 4.0. We are interested in how the alarm 
clock can fail to operate at sunrise. Therefore, 
we will develop a fault tree for the following 
event from the event tree: "Alarm clock fails to 
operate at sunrise". Figure, 1.10-4 shows the 
start of this fault tree.As shown in this figure, the 
alarm clock will fail to operate if one or more of 
the following fault events occur: 

1) No power available to the buzzer, 
2) Buzzer not commanded to buzz at sunrise, or 
3) Buzzer fails.  

Since the alarm clock will fail if only the buzzer 
fails, that fault by itself is a minimal cut set for 
this fault tree. While the alarm clock will also fail 
if both the buzzer fails and there is a loss of 
offsite power, this condition is more than the 
minimum necessary and sufficient set of faults 
and is, therefore, not'a minimal cut set.  

If we were to complete the example fault tree, the 
events 'no power available to the buzzer at 
sunrise' and 'buzzer not commanded, to buzz at 
sunrise' would both be developed further. The 
fault tree development continues until we have a 
tree which ends in events for which we have or 
can develop failure probability data,' ,and the 
interactions and dependencies among systems 
are properly addressed.  

The purpose of fault tree analysis is to identify 
the ways in which a system can fail and provide a 
means to find system dependencies and subtle 
interactions that can contribute to multiple system 
failuies. The minimum, necessary, and sufficient 
sets of events which could 'result in system

failure or an accident sequence are called minimal 
cut sets. Fault trees are used to determine the 
minimal cut sets for system failure and accident 
sequences.  

The fault tree includes only those fault events and 
logical interrelationships that contribute to the 
system failure identified in the event tree. Fault 
tree analysis is done for the front line systems 
and all the systems that supply required services 
(e.g., component cooling, AC power, HVAC) to 
the front line systems. This latter type of system 
is referred to as a support system in the PRA.  
Support systems can also provide required 
services to other support systems (e.g., HVAC 
in an AC power switch gear room). Fault trees 
for the support systems include fault events of 
the systems which provide these required 
services.  

There are generally four types of faults 
considered in system models. These fault events 
are 1) hardware failures, 2) test and maintenance 
errors,,3) human errors, and 4) dependent 
failures. The dependent failures include faults as 
a result of support system failures and common 
cause failure of multiple components.  

1.10.6 ACCIDENT SEQUENCE 
EVALUATION 

For the Level 1 PRA, the accident sequences of 
interest for the evaluation process are those that 
are the most likely and/or, potentially the most 
severe. The accident sequences are evaluated by 
computer to determine: 

1) how they might occur in terms of the faults 
identified in the system models (qualitative 
results), and I •
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2) their frequency of occurrence (quantitative sequence frequency are called dominant cut sets.  
results).  

The most, dominant is -that cut %set which 

This evaluation is done for internal events by -% contributes the most to the total frequency.  
combining the appropriate models for the system- . -. ,, 

failure events with the initiating event group for .;V.The frequencies of all the core damage sequences 
- each accident sequence. , Likelihood data is,. -are .combined to-calculate total core damage 

assigned to each event in the models,, including-- ,frequency. The set of sequences that contributes 

-:-the initiating event'group. This data comes from. 90% to 95% of the total core damage frequency 
analysis and from data bases of: -. - '- are referred to as dominant sequences. :These

"* Component failure rates 
"* Maintenance frequencies 

-Human error rates 
Common cause failure probabilities 

* Initiating event frequencies, 

For external events, the evaluation includes
definition of the frequency and severity of the 
external event (hazard function) and the impact of 

-the external event on the likelihood of failure of 
the front line and support systems.  

"_Methodologies employed in PRAs identify the 
-,minimum set-of-events that could cause an 

accident sequence resulting in core damage.  
These minimum necessary and sufficient sets of
events are called minimal cut sets. Minimal cut -.  

sets identify thie specific system failures, and: 
maintenance, and, operational :errors which,-, 

combine to result in an accident leading to core 
damage. Each-type of accident sequence~may 
occur in many different ways and thus usually us-, 
has many different minimal cut sets. -

sequences are often grouped by accident type 
based on the initiating event'and some safety 
system failures. , 

Based on the total core damage frequencies and 
the frequency. of the individual fault events, 
quantitative importance measures can ' be 

determined for the various accident sequences, 
systems, cut sets, and individual fault events.  
Three most often used importance measures are 
Percent Contribution, Risk Reduction, and Risk 
Achievement (or Risk Increase).  

The Percent Contribution importance measure for 
anevent or system'indicates the percent of the 
total core damage frequency-which includes that 
event. - Computing the -percent -contribution 
involves summing the frequencies of all cut sets 
that include the event or system of interest and 
dividing by the total core damage frequency. The 
percent contribution measure gives the percentage 
of the ,total core damage, frequency associated 
with that event or system. Accident sequences, e
vents or systems with a large percent contribution

S' .... , - measure have the biggest contribution to-the total 

Each minimal cut set is quantified by identifying - core damage frequency. Because PRA includes 

the probability of each system fault event and the-: , the,'postulation of multiple failures, the total of 

frequency of the initiating event in the cut set. - the percent contribution measures often exceeds 

All cut set frequencies for an accident sequence ':1.0." Figures 1.10-5 and,1.10-6 show the range 

are combined to obtain the total sequence of percent contributions for various BWR and 

frequency.- Those f-minimal, cut sets that PWR systems, respectively.  
contribute approximately 90% to 95% of the total

USNRC Technical Training Center LIO-Y 11,tv u�L,,
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The Risk Reduction importance measure for a 
system or event measures, the sensitivity of the 
total core damage frequency to a decrease in the 
likelihood of system failure or the event of 
interest. To obtain this measure, the failure 
frequency of the event of interest is first reduced 

Sto zero. Then, the total core damage frequency is 
divided by the sum of all the cut set frequencies, 
with the frequency of the event of interest set at 
zero. Preventing or limiting that everit with the 
largest risk reduction value will have the greatest 
effect in decreasing the total'-core damage 
frequency. Therefore, the risk reduction 
importance measure shows where the most gain 
can be' achieved on safety improvements (i.e., the 
greatest decrease in total core damage frequency).  
Figure 1.10-7 shows the range of risk reduction 
for Sequoyah Safety Systems.° 

'The Risk Achievement (or Risk Increase) 
importance measure-'for a system or event 
measures the sensitivity of the total core damage 
frequency to an increase in the likelihood of the 
event of interest. To obtain this measure, the 
frequency of the event of interest is set to one.  
Then; the resulting 'cut set frequencies are 

"summed and divided by the original total core 
damage frequency. The risk' achievement 
measure identifies those areas where it is most 
important to verify equipment is as reliable as 
assumed during the initial core damage frequency 
calculation. The largest risk achievement 
measure indicates the event' that should be 
verified reliable because it has the greatest 
negative impact on the total core' damage 
frequency (i.e., the greatest increase in total core 
damage frequency). Figure 1.10-7 shows the 
range of risk achievement for Sequoyah Safety 
Systems.

1.10.7 INFORMATION WE GET 
FROM PRA 

As mentioned.in Section 1.10.4, a PRA can be 
performed at various levels, depending on the 
objectives, of tie study., Each discrete level, 
Level 1, 2,"and 3, provides different information.  
The ultimate result of a full scope, Level 3, PRA 
is quantification of the risk to the public (e.g., the 
likelihood and number of early and latent 
fatalities).  

The Level 1 PRA results provide an important 
quantitative measure: core damage frequency.  
Generally, the total core damage frequency for a 
commercial nuclear power plant is in the range of 
Slx10-4 to lx10-6 per reactor-year of operation: 
The' qualitative results of accident sequence 
evaluation gives insights on the system failures 
leading to core damage. Mihimal cut sets for the 
accident sequences consisting of the initiator and 
faults from the system models are determined.  
These minimal cut sets represent the sets of fault 
events that miust'exist simultaneously for the 
accident sequence to occur.  

The Level 1 PRA accident sequence results have 
been used. extensively to investigate generic 
safety issues and they play a major role in rule 
making' Sa'me of the more notable examples of 
accidents'addressed by PRA include: 

* Station Blackout 
* Anticipated Transients Without Scram 

(ATWS) 
* Failure of Long Term Heat Removal 

(RHR Failure) 
* Inter-system (or interfacing) LOCA 

A station blackout accident sequence consists of a 
loss of offsite t6wer accompanied by a total loss

U�1NKC Iechrncal Iraining Center 1.10-10 Rev' 0197
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of onsite emergency AC power. This impacts the 

availability of some of the front line systems and 

support systems which need to operate to achieve 

a safe, stable shutdown. -The NRC requires that 

every utility provide~their plans for response to 

station blackout. PRA evaluation of station 

blackout accidents at nuclear power plants is 

described in NUREG-1032 (13).  

Anticipated transients without scram (ATWS) 

sequences consist of a transient which would 

normally result in an automatic reactor trip 

(scram), accompanied by a failure of the systems 

Athat scram the reactor. -These sequences can 

I result in large pressure and temperature transients 

in the reactor coolant-system and containment.  

PRAs have shown these types of sequences to be 

significant, especially at BWRs. An early 

discussion of the probability of failure to scram 

can be found in NUREG-0480 (14). Cost

benefit analysis using PRA analysis and results 

was' done extensively during the Anticipated 

Transient Without Scram,(ATWS) rule making 

process. 

The failure of long-term decay heat removal 

(residual heat removal) after a loss of coolant 

accident (LOCA) is another potentially significant 
,-accident sequence; especially at PWRs.. A 

significant'PRA effort was sponsored!by the 

NRC to examine this potential accident sequence 

and identify potential back fits to reduce the 

frequency of this accident. -The results of a value 

impact study on decay heat removal concepts are 

documented in NUREG/CR-2883 (15).  

The Reactor Safety Study (1) identified the inter

system LOCA as a significant accident sequence 

for the 'Surry plant., This accident consists of a 

LOCA which violates the containment pressure 

boundary as a result of high pressure Reactor 

coolant inadvertently flowing into a low pressure 

line outside the containment boundary. This type

of accident sequence,has a very low frequency 
but is potentially' very severe because it bypasses 

the containment and can result in the failure of 

emergency core cooling.  

1.10.8 USES of PRA 

The PRA Reference Document (7), NUREG

1050, addresses the many uses of PRA, both on 

a generic and plant-specific basis. However, 

because each nuclear power plant is essentially 

"unique, the most powerful uses of the PRA is as 

4a plant-specific tool. PRAs can be used in' two 

basic ways: 

1) to, support plant operations, inaintenance, 
inspection, and planning 'ictivities; and 

12) to provide information regarding changes to 

improve plant safety.  

The PRA supports plant activities by. proiriding 

,information on the fisk-significant areas in plant 

operation, maintenance and desigrn. Then 

,operations, maintenance, inspection, and 

planning can appropriately address these areas to 

maintain the risk at acceptable levels.  

The risk-significant areas are identified by the 

PRA. These areas are where the most attention 

and -effort should be focused. Several risk 

,significant areas are: dominanf contributors 

.(indicate- which failures are the largest 

Scontributors ito the likelihood of accident 

sequences), dominant accident sequences (depict 

the failure paths that contribute most to core 

-damage frequency), and importance measures 

(evaluate what contributes most to core damage, 

what would reduce the core damage frequency 

the most, and what has the greatest potential for 

increasing core damage frequency should it not 

be as reliable as desired).

USNRC Technical Training Center " 1.10-11 1Rev.0197
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The PRA results can be utilized in many ways 
during planning and operational activiiies of the 
nuclear plant. The results have an important role 
in risk management, training, emergency 
planning, maintenance planning, and risk-based 
inspections.  

1.10.8.1 Risk management: 

Risk management is a means of prioritizing 
resources and concerns to control a level of 
safety. The PRA can be used during plant 
operation to prioritize operational and 
maintenance resources to maintain safety-at 
acceptable levels. This is accomplished, in part, 
b, periodically updating'the P.RA results to keep 
them current with plant 'cdnfigutatirif and 
component failure data." Importance mneasures 
can be used to indicate where prev ,ntive actions 
would be most beneficial and what is most 
important to maintain acceptiable safety levels.  
Based on the updated restilts," adjiustments in 
plant activities and design can be mad'e, as 
appropriate, to maintain the desired level of 
safety as indicated by the results of the PRA.  

1.10.8.2 Operator training and simulator 
design: 

Training can be emph'.sized for the operation of 
any system designated as risk'sighificant in the 
PRA 'results. Operators' can be" drilled on the 
dominant and/or most severe accident sequences 
identified by the PRA to improve human reliabil
ity for these situations. Assessments of 
instrumentation and status monitoring adequacy 
can be made to decrease human error rates.  

1.10.8.3 Emergency planning: 

Dominant accident sequences can be 'used to train 
emergency response personnel on what to expect

in the event'of a severe accident at a nuclear 
power plant."-These sequences can also provide 
the basis'for the development of guidelines for 
declaration of site and general emergencies., The 
PRA results and models can be used to aid in 
diagnosis and prognosis of accidents in progress.  

1.10.8.4 Maintenance planning: 

PRAs provideT: information to allow the 
concentration of maintenance efforts on the 
equipment associated with large risk achievement 
measures and- reduce efforts in areas that have 
little impact on core damage. The impact- on 
safety of potential changes to preventive and 
corrective maintenance practices can be measured 
to identify beneficial changes to improve safety.  

1.10.8.5 Risk-based inspections: 

The PRA 'provides' information on dominant 
accidefit'sequences and their minimal cut sets.  
Some PRAs have already been used to design the 
risk-based portion of plant inspection programs 
(16), NUREG/CR-5058. Inspection programs 
can be prioritized to address the minimization of 
hardware challenges; the assurance of hardware 
availability, and the effectiveness of plant staff 
actions as they relate to the systems and faults 
included in the dominant accident sequences.  

PRA supports the assessment of plant changes 
by providing quantitative measures of the relative 
level of safety 'of each change. This, is 
accomplished by pefforming sensitivity studies.  
A sensitivity study is a study of how different 
assumptions,' configurations, data or other 
potential changes in the basis of the PRA impact 
the results.

USNEC 'technical Training Center 1.10-12 Rev 0197
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1.10.8.6 Design trade studies: 

To analyze the impact of various proposed 

designs with respect to their quantitative impact 

on risk, the PRA is reevaluated for each different 

design. This provides a relative measure of the 

potential positive (or negative) impact each 

design will have with respect to plant risk due to 

severe accidents.  

1.10.8.7 Back fit decisions: 

, There are many caseswhere PRAs have been 

used to support the back fit decision process.  

After the TMI accident several TMI action plan 

issues evolved. Consumers Power performed a 

PRA of the Big Rock Point nuclear power-plant 

to assist in identifying those TMI-generated 
changes'which might actually have an impact on 

the risk at the plant. As a result, Consumers 
Power was able tonegotiate exemptions on seven 

of the issues that did not significantly lower risk 

at Big Rock Point, saving over $45 million (7).  

,,In addition; Consumers Power used the PRA to 

"identify changes necessary to reduce the core 

damage frequency at Big Rock Point to 

acceptable levels.  

1.10.8.8 Procedural changes: 

"Changes to procedures are often recommended as 

- a result of the PRA. For example, a PRA done 

on Arkansas Nuclear One identified several 

'procedural changes to reduce the probability of 

core damage (7). One included staggering the 

quarterly 'tests'on the station batteries to reduce 

the probability of common cause failures in the 

dc power supply. - I

USNRC Technical Training Center

1.10.8.9 Cost-benefit analysis: 

-By considering the cost of the changes analyzed 

by the PRA, a, cost-benefit analysis can be 

performed., The cost of a change isgenerally 

considered to be the cost associated with-it in 

-dollars, including the cost of-design, licensing, 

implementation, operation -and maintenance.  

,Sometimes the costoof replacement power is 

included for back fits requiring plant shut down 

to implement.. The benefit of the change is the 

,-reduction in risk if the change is implemented.  

,The most cost effective change, of all those that 

achieve acceptable .safety, is.the one which 

provides the most improvement in safety for the 

least cost. This type of cost-benefit analysis was 

.done extensively during the Anticipated Transient 

Without Scram (ATWvYS) rule-making process.  

1.10.9. 9 WHAT THIS MEANS. TO YOU 

It is increasingly important to be familiarwith 

PRA activities and results mainly because of the 

increased use of PRA results in plant operation 

-and licensing. As mentioned, the NRC issued a 

letter to initiate an Individual Plant Examination 

(IPE) Program for ,Severe Accident 

Vulnerabilities (9). -The NRC is requesting each 

licensed nuclear power plant to identify.plant

specific vulnerabilities to severe accidents by 

performance of a Level 1 PRA for internal events 

and limited Level 2 analysis or other equivalent, 

approved means. Utilities have also been asked 

- to perform an analysis for external events., 

SA•s a plant inspector, you will be expected to use 

PRA results to assist in prioritizing your activities 

at the plant. -NRC has used PRA information to 

support the, activities of the 'operational 

assessment and readiness (OAR) te.am reviews of 

Ssafety significant equipment and actions.  

1.10-13 Rev 0197
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You will need to be alerf for'situations in the 
plant which constitute near misses. That is, you 
need to recognize those events that bring the plant 
close to an accident sequence occurrence. For 
example, a service wiater system (SWS) at a 
BWR was contaminated with silt. This increased 
the probability of common cause' failure of the 
redundaht valves iii the SWS. Because the SWS 
is a support system for many other systems, this 
resulted in a significant increase in the likelihood 
of core damage "at the pliant. Recognizing the 
significance of evehns at the plant is -especially 
true for those related to sequences such as ATWS 
and inter-system LOCA which 'can have severe 
consequences.  

Finally, you will find-y6iirkelf in more and more 
discussions where PRA results are being used'or 
misused to justify a particular action or inaction.  
Therefore, it is important that you are familiar 
with the types of information a PRA provides 
and carl use the PRA information accurately in 
your discussions and decisions.  

1.10.10 SHOREHAM PRA INSIGHTS 

The'major contributors to core damage by 
accident type for the Shoreham Nuclear Power 
Station (17) are shbwn in Figure 1.10-9. The 
total core damage frequency in- the Shoreham 
PRA is 5.5E-05/yr.  

The "anticipated transients withou t scram" group 
account for 34% of the sequences that lead to 
core damage. Once initiated by a transient, there 
are possible failures in the Reactor Protection 
System and the Alternate Rod Insertion System.  
These are then followed by possible failures in 
t'e Standby Liquid Cofiti6l System, safety relief 
valv, e operation, and' loss of injection 
systems.The "transients with core damage before 
containment failure" group account for 32% of

the sequences that lead to core damage. This is a 
collection of miscellaneous transients such as 
turbine trip, loss of condenser vacuum, and etc.  
with subsequent equipment failures that lead to 
core damage. Loss of offsite power is 
responsible for 58% of these miscellaneous 
transients.  

The "transients with core damage -after 
containment failure" group account for 11% of 
the sequences that lead to core damage. These are 
long term sequences in which the containment 
pressurizes slowly over a day or so, then fails, 
causing subsequient failure of injection systems, 
resulting in core' damage.  

The "internal flooding" group account for 7% of 
the sequences that lead to core damage. The 
lower level of secondary containment is flooded 
causing a manual shutdown of the plant.  
Subsequent equipment failures lead to core 
damage.  

The "loss of DC power bus" group account for 
5% of the sequences that lead to core damage.  
These sequences involve a turbine trip, loss of 
the High Pressure Coolant Injection System and 
the Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System, and a 
timely reactor depressurization.  

The "upset in reactor water level measuring 
system" group account for 5% of the sequences 
that lead to core damage. These sequences are 
initiated by a break and flashing of a reference leg 
used for reactor water level instruments. This 
will cause a turbine trip followed by a reactor 
SCRAM. Subsequent equipment failures will 
then lead to core damage.  
The "loss of coolant accidents" group account for 
4% of the sequences that lead to core damage.  
This percentage is small due to the large number 
of injection systems in a BWR. The LOCA
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.frequency - includes intersystem LOCA and 

reactor pressure vessel rupture, although neither 

of these is a large contribuitor.  

The "loss of service water" group account for 2% 

of the sequences that lead to core damage. These 

sequences involve loss, of cooling water to 

Residual Heat Removal System heat exchangers, 

emergency-diesel generators, and miscellaneous 

balance of plant equipment., 

The "manual shutdown due to high drywell 

temperature" group account for a small 

percentage of sequences that lead to core damage, 

but the percentage is rounded off to 0%. This 

sequence starts with a manual reactor shutdown 

as temperature limits in the drywell are exceeded.  

Subsequent -safety relief valve and injection 

system failures again lead to core damage: 

1.10.11 SUMMARY 

PRA has become a part of the safety culture of 

both the NRC and the utilities. The IPE letter 

requires that every operating plant have a Level 2 

PRA or equivalent.  

The Level 1 PRA uses event trees to identify 

potential accident sequences that could result in 

core damage and fault trees to identify the system 

faults that can result in accident sequences. The 

event trees and the fault trees are used to 

determine: 

1) how accident sequences might occur in terms 

of the faults identified in the system models 

(qualitative results), and 

2) their frequency of occurrence (quantitative 

results).

By, computing quantitative measures of risk, 
PRA provides the means to identify the relative 

importance of accident sequences, systems, and 

events to plant safety. Because of this 

characteristic of the PRA results, it is being 

widely used to assist in.plant operations and 

planning, and to assess the impact of potential 

design and operational changes on plant safety,.  

Currently, the PRA methods and results are 

being used to assist _the NRC in addressing 

potential nuclear power plant accident sequences 

of concern. Among these are station blackout, 

ATWS, failure of long term decay heat removal, 

and the inter-system (interfacing) LOCA.  
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Table 1.10-1 

EXAMPLE ESTIMATES OF AVERTED RISK FROM PRA EXPERIENCE 

D.nut Fthrintinn of Modifications PRA Basis Risk Impact Cost of Mods Averted Risk

Oconee

Oconee

Millstone 1 

Calvert Cliffs

Changes to turbine bldg., control room, turbine 
bldg. eq., and procedural mods to reduce plant 
vulnerability to internal floods (CCW) 

Add instrumentation and procedures to reduce plant 
vulnerability to LOCA which fails ECCS and 
containment isolation 

Emergency AC bkr. logic mods for improved emergency 
AC reliability. Also improved prcedures for isolation 
condenser 

Add AFW pump crosstie with unit 2, AFW auto-start, 
modify steam supply lines to reduce plant vulnerability 
to loss of secondary side cooling

NSAC PRA 6.E-3/R-yr $12M

RSSMAP 7.04E-5/R-yr $500K

IREP 2.OE-3/R-yr

RSSMAP 1.6E-3/R-yr

$500K 

$10M

Sequoyah Procedural mods after refueling to reduce probability of 
recirc. failure after LOCA. Also procedural mods for LPI 

valve leak test, reducing plant vulnerability to LOCA 

which fails ECCS and containment isolation

IDCOR 5.3E-5/R-yr

Peach Bottom Add alternate control rod injection to reduce plant 
vulnerability to ATWS. Also modify ADS logic to reduce 

plant vulnerability to loss of high pressure ECCS

IDCOR 2.4E-5/R-yr

nows Mtan

$500M

$5M

$200M

$120M

$100K $4M

$1M $1M

I/•v fl'lqflpage 1.10-17USNRC Technical Training Center
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Table 1.10-2

EXAMPLE ESTIMATES OF AVOIDED COST FROM PRA EXPERIENCE 
f~,d I. T~ 1h,, "1t ro'e

Description of Savings

Millstone I 1 valve actuators not replaced for EQ concerns, based 

on PRA analysis showing little or no risk reduction 

Zion, IP2 Utility eliminated filtered vented containment, hydrogen 

recombiners, core catcher, containment spray pump mods 

based on results of ZIP study

Utility requested extensive relaxatin of T.S. and LCO 

criteria based on extrapolation of Zion study models 

Utility avoided or replaced substantial NRC requested 

backfits due to post TMI and SEP programs, using PRA.  

Including plant shielding, in-vessel instrumentation and 

control room habitability

a.,/1p ta t- . a. UUL Cost Saved 

$1IM

$60M

$5M/yr 

$48.4M

Days Saved

55 days 

365 days

2 days/yr 

365 days

Comments 
Use 0.5 discount for 

deferred installation 

FV cont. cost $25M 

Based on $100k/T.S.  
yr 50 T.S.

$63K in mods installed to date

Limerick Utility avoided NRC porposed containment venting 
mods by showing little or no reduction in risk paramerers

Utility ATWS group reduced or eliminated substantial 

amount of plant mods using generic probabilistic 
calculatons

$10M

$27M-$43M/ 
plant

45 days

30 days/plant

Backfit may have to be implemented 
eventually 

Owners group 
recommendations 
being accepted

pagea 1.10-1
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Table 1.10-2 

EXAMPLE ESTIMATES OF AVOIDED COSTS FROM PRA EXPERIENCE

Description of Savings
Cost Saved Days Saved

Utility avoided adding steam relief capacity for 

overpressure protection during shutdown, using 

plant-specific BWRs. Mod to safety injection 

circuitry was proposed as an alternative

$1.5M 20 days $20K fix adopted instead

Pallsades Based on partial PRA results, utility showed that 

major MSIV backfit had low safety impact

Browns Ferry Based on partial PRA results, utility showed that scram 

discharge volume mods were not needed and 
suggested alternatives

$11M

$25M

30 days

40 days

Backfit deferred to date, take at least 
50% credit 

Alternative solution 
accepted

"D,. AIMl

page 1.10-21
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2.0 -BWR PRIMARY AND 
AUXILIARY SYSTEM 

The BWR primary and auxiliary systems are the 
ones which are immediately involved in the direct 
cycle BWR concept as part of the steam cycle, or 
else provide an auxiliary function for the direct 
cycle system. These systems are graphically 
displayed in Figure 2.0-1. The BWR direct steam 
cycle starts with the reactor vessel which is part 

of the reactor coolant pressure boundary and 
which contains the reactor core. The reactor core 
provides the heat source for steam generation 
and consists primarily of the nuclear fuel and 
control rods for regulating the fission process.  
The steam generated in the reactor vessel is 

routed to the steam loads and then condensed 
into water. The water is then purified, heated, 
and pumped back to the reactor vessel to again be 
heated. Water from the reactor vessel is 
circulated through external pumping loops and 
then returned to the reactor vessel to provide 
forced circulation of flow through the reactor 
core. Reactor water is continuously purified to 
minimize impurities. Should the reactor become 
isolated from its main heat sink, an auxiliary 
system automatically maintains the reactor core 
covered with water. Typical reactor operating 
conditions are displayed in Figure 2.0-2. The 
BWR primary and auxiliary systems are briefly 
discussed in the paragraphs which follow.  

2.0.1 Reactor Vessel System (Section 
2.1) 

The Reactor Vessel System provides the 
following:

1.  
2.

Houses the reactor core.  
Serves as part of the reactor coolant 
pressure boundary.

3. Supports and aligns the fuel and control 
rods.  

4. Provides a flow path for the circulation of 
coolant past the fuel.- 

5. Removes moisture from the steam exiting 
the reactor vessel.  

6. , Provides an internal floodable volume to 
Sallow for reflooding the core following a 

loss of coolant accident.  
7. Limits downward control rod motion 

following a postulated failure of the 
control rod drive housing. ,

2.0.2 Fuel and Control Rods System 
(Section 2.2)

The fuel generates energy from the nuclear 
fission reaction to provide heat for steam 
generation. The control rods control reactor 
power level, both axially and radially, to optimize 

-core performance. They also, provide adequate 
excess negative reactivity to shutdown the reactor 
from any normal operating or accident condition 
at the most reactive time in core life.  

2.0.3 Control Rod Drive System 
(Section 2.3) 

The Control Rod Drive -System makes gross 
changes in core reactivity by positioning the 

-neutron absorbing control rods in response to 
Reactor Manual Control System (RMCS) signals 
and rapidly inserts all control rods to shutdown 
the reactor in response to Reactor Protection 

,-System (RPS) signals.  

2.,0.4 Recirculation System (Section 
2.4) 

The Recirculation System provides forced 
circulation of water through the reactor core,

.." .Ain_,
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thereby allowing a higher power level to be 
achieved than with natural circulation alone.  

2.0.5 Main Steam System (Section 
2.5) 

The Main Steam System directs steam from the 
reactor vessel to certain safety related systems 
and selected balance of plant loads. The selected 
balance of plant loads-include the main turbine, 
reactor feed pump turbines; and the steam jet air 
ejectors. The safety related systems include the 
Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System, the High 
Pressure Coolant Injection System, and the 
safety/relief valves. I 

2.0.6 Condensate and Feedwater 
System (Section 2.6) 

The Condensate and, Feedwater System 
condenses', turbine exhaust or bypass steam, 
removes impurities, heats the feed water and 
delivers the Water back to the reactor vessel at the 
required rate to maintain correct inventory. The 
feedwater piping also provides a* means for the 
Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU)System, the 
Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) System, 
and the High Pressure Coolant Injection (HPCI) 
System to discharge water to the reactor vessel.  

2.0.7 Reactor Core Isolation Cooling 
System (Section 2.7) 

The Reactor Core Isolation Cooling (RCIC) 
System supplies high pressure makeup water to 
the reactor vessel when the reactor is isolated 
from the main condenser and/or the reactor feed 
pumps have been lost.

2.0.8 Reactor, Water Cleanup System 
(Section 2.8) 

The Reactor Water Cleanup (RWCU) System 
maintains reactor'water quality by removing 
corrosion products, fission products and other 
impurities that end up in the reactor coolant. The 
RWCU System also provides a path for the 
removal-of reactor coolant from the reactor 
vessel during periods of reactor startup and 
shutdown.
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Figure 2.0-2 Operating Conditions of a BWR

2.0-5

Pressure Flow Temperature Enthalpy 
(psia) (Mlb/hr) ( F) (Btu/lb) 

1. Core Inlet 1060 77 532 526.9 

2. Core Outlet 1033 77 548 634.9 

3. Separator Outlet (Steam Dome) 1020 10.5 547 1191.5 

4. Steam Line (2ND Isolation Valve) 965 10.5 543 1191.5 

5. Feedwater Inlet (Includes return flow) 1045 10.5 420 397.8 

6. Recirc Pump Suction 1032 34.2 532 526.8 

7. Recirc Pump Discharge 1206 34.2 532 527.6
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2.1 REACTOR VESSEL SYSTEM 

'Learning Objectives: 

1. State the system's purpose.  
2. Place selected- major reactor -vessel 

components in flow path order, explainthe 
* purpose of each and indicate whether flow 

through them is water and/or steam.  
,a. Jet pumps 

b. Control rod guide tubes 
c. - Fuel support pieces and orifices 
d; Fuel assemblies.  
e; e Separator assembly 
f. Dryer assembly % 
g. Main steam line penetrations 
h.- Feedwater spargers 
i. Reactor recirculation pumps 

3. Describe the internal components and their 
arrangement and how that provides 2/3 core 
coverage capability following a loss of 
coolant accident (LOCA).  

4. Explain how this system interfaces with the 
following systems: 
a: . Control Rod Drive System° 
b. Main Steam System 
c. Condensate and Feedwater System 
d. Recirculation System 
e. Residual Heat Removal System 
f. Low Pressure Core Spray System 
,g. BHigh' Pressure Coolant Injection 

SSystem 
, ., ,, 

h.- Neutron Monitoring Systems 
i.,' Reactor Water Cleanup System 
j. -Reactor Core Isolation Cooling 

System 

2.1.1 Introduction 

The purposes of the reactor vessel system are:, 

1. To house the reactor core.

2. To support and align -the fuel and 
control rods.  

3. To provide a flow path for the circulation of 
coolant past the fuel.  

4. To remove moisture from the steam exiting 
the reactor vessel.  

5. To provide an internal, refloodable volume to 
assure core cooling capability following a 
loss of coolant accident.  

6. To serve as part of, the reactor coolant 
boundary. , ,- - I ;, - , 1 

7. To limit downward control rod motion 
following a postulated failure of a control rod 
drive housing.  

The functional classification of the Reactor 
Vessel System is that of a safety related system.  
It also contains a componentthe control rod drive 
housing support structure, which is an 
engineered safety feature.  

2.1.2 System Description 

The reactor vessel assembly,, shown in Figure 
2.1-1, consists of the .reactor vessel -and its 
internal components including the core support 
structures, core shroud, steam -separator 
assembly, steam, dryer assembly, and jet pumps.  

,TheReactor Vessel System produces and 
supplies steam via four-steam lines, for the 
operation of the turbine generator and other plant 
auxiliary systems and components. The reactor 
vessel receives feedwater from the outlet of 

Sfeedwater heaters and directs, it, through an 
internal flow. path. - - , 

,')-The reactor pressure vessel (RPY) consists of a 
cylindrical shell with an integral hemispherical 
bottom head. The top head is also hemispherical 
in shape, but is removable to facilitate refueling 
operations. The lines that penetrate the reactor
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vessel and the vessel internal structures are 
discussed in later paragraphs of this section.  

2.1.3 Component Description; 

The major components of the Reactor Vessel 
System can best be discussed when divided into 
several different categories: • 

1. The reactor vessel itself.  
2. The annulus region components.  
3. The lower plenum region components.  
4. The core region components. 
5. The above core region components: 
6. The components external to the reactor 

vessel.  
The components associated with each of these 
categories are discussed in the paragraphs which 
follow.  

2.1.3.1 Reactor Vessel 

The reactor vessel, shown in Figure 2.1-1, is 
mounted vertically within the'drywell and 
consists of a cylindrical pressure vessel of 
welded construction. The vessel is fabricated 
from, a- number of 4" to 6" thick manganese
molybdenum alloy steel plates. The: vessel is 
designed, fabricated, tested, inspected, and 
stamped-in accordance withASME codes. The 
hemispherical top and bottom -heads are 
fabricated to the same standards as' the vessel 
shell.  

The vessel shell and bottom head sections are 
clad on the interior with an austenitic' stainless 
steel weld overlay. The cladding is used to 
minimize corrosiori which could adversely affect 
water clarity during refueling operations.  

The overall height of the reactor vessel is 70 feet 
withf an inside diameter of 216 inches(18 feet).

Vertical- measuremehts are referenced to the 
vessel zero which is defined as the inside of the 
bottom head at the lowest point internal to the 
vessel.  

The vessel head flange is attached to the vessel 
shell flange with 52 studs, nuts, and washers.  
The six inch diameter studs are 48" long, thread 
into the vessel flange and extend through the 
vessel head flange. Nuts are threaded onto the 
studs..Two concentric 5/8" O-rings(fig. 2.1-15) 
are used to ensure a tight seal between'the vessel 
head and the shell flange. The O-ring are made 
of silver plated inconel and are held in place with 
brackets which screw into the vessel head flange.  
Any possible coolant leakage between the two 0
rings is monitored by a leak detection system 
(Section 3.1).  

2.1.3.2 Annulus Region Components 

The reactor vessel annulus region is the area 
inside the reactor vessel wall, outside the core 
shroud, and above the baffle plate. The 
components in this area are discussed in the 
paragraphs which follow.  

Feedwater Spargers 

The reactor vessel is supplied with feedwater via 
four feedwater spargers (Figure 2.1-2) located in 
the mixing section above the downcomer annulus 
at an elevation of 483.5 inches. The incoming 
feedwater is delivered in such a way, to ensure 
even mixing with the hot water from the steam 
separating components before the water comes 
in contact with the vessel wall. The spargers are 
supported by brackets attached to the vessel wall.  
Each sparger is fitted to a vessel nozzle 
penetration and constructed to conform to the 
curvature of the vessel wall.

USNRC Technical Training Center
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-Each feedwater sparger consists of a thermal 
sleeve, a distribution header spanning 70%, and 
converging discharge nozzles. The thermal sleeve 
section is an essential part of the sparger which 
projects into the vessel nozzle bore. The thermal 
sleeve is intended to prevent the impingement of.  
cold feedwater on the hot nozzle surface, thus 
minimizing the potential for crack formation and 

, propagation. The distribution header is the central 
section of the feedwater sparger that directs the 
feedwater flow from the thermal sleeve to the 
converging discharge nozzles.  

The converging discharge nozzles are welded to 
the top of the distribution header to ensure the 
thermal sleeve and distribution header remain 
full of water during allmodes of reactor 
operation.  

SFeedwater entering the vessel through the.  
feedwater nozzles enters through the center of the 
thermal sleeve.'The thermal sleeve directs the 

-. feedwater -to the distribution header. The 
converging discharge nozzles direct feedwater 

'from the distribution header radially upward and 
inward. The relatively cool feedwater (-4200F) in 
the downcomer annulus region, sub cools the 
water flowing to the recirculation pumps and jet 

pumps to ensure adequate net positive suction 
head to these pumps.  

Surveillance Sample Holders 

The surveillance sample holders are baskets of 
welded construction, containing impact and 
tensile specimens of the reactor vessel and 
internal ,component metal along with flux 
monitoring wires. The sample specimens and 
flux monitoring wires are sealed in metal 
capsules containing a dry helium atmosphere.  
The encapsulated samples are then mounted in 
the basket assemblies which are then suspended

from brackets on,.the RPV wall. At prescribed 
time intervals the irradiated samples are removed 
and tested. The impact test specimens are used 
for checking shifts in' the nil-ductility transition 
temperature (NDTI). NDTT is that temperature 
below which low alloy carbon steel will fracture 
in a brittle manner rather than in-a ductile 
manner. Tensile specimens are -used for 
monitoring shifts in tensile .properties. Flux 
monitoring (dosimeter) wires- are used to 
determine the radiation exposure received by the 
test specimens and hence the vessel metal. The 
flux wires consist of iron, nickel, and copper 
metal, wires. -

Recirculation Suction Penetrations 

Two recirculation suction.lines penetrate the 
reactor vessel at the 161.5 inch level. These 28 
inch diameter lines provide water from the vessel 
annulus region to the suction of the recirculation 
pumps.  

Recirculation Discharge Penetrations 

Ten recirculation inlet penetrations at the 178.5 
inch level route water from the recirculation 
pump discharge to the inlet driving nozzles of the 
jet pumps. The jet pumps provide forced flow of 
the coolant and moderator through the reactor 
-core.  

Jet Pump Assemblies 

There are 10 jet pump assemblies symmetrically 
- located between the core shroud and the reactor 

vessel wall as shown in Figure 2.1-3. Each jet 
pump assembly consists of: one inlet riser pipe, 
two nozzle sections, two mixing sections, two 
diffuser sections, and the required restrainers and 
supports.- The jet pumps are provided to increase 
the total flow of water through-the core while
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Sminimizing the flow external to the reactor vessel 
(Section 2.4). Inlet riser pipe" are used for each 
jet pump assembly to permit lowering the reactor 
recirculation inlet nozzles to below the active fuel 
region. This prevents any significant fast 
neutron exposure which could adversely change 
the mechanical properties of the nozzle 
penetrations and welds: The riser pipes direct the 
recirculation pump discharge flow (driving flow) 
to the jet pump nozzle section, located at the 
upper end of the jet pump. Riser pipe brace arms 
provide lateral support for the upper end of the 
riser and allow vertical differential expansion 
between the riser and the reactor vessel during 
heatup or cooldown operations.  

The upper end of the jet pump assembly is called 
the nozzle assembly, or "rams head". The nozzle 
assembly consists of two u-shaped pipes with an 
integral convergent nozzle welded to one end of 
each pipe. Each jet pump nozzle section redirects 
the driving flow 180 degrees (u-shaped pipe) and 
increases the velocity (convergent nozzle) prior to 
discharge- from the nozzle. The high'velocity 
water leaving the jet pump nozzle impinges on 
the downcomer plenum water surrounding the 
suction inlet. Through this mechanical 
impingement of driving water and the 
downcomer plenum water, a low pressure area 
is created at the jet pump suction area. The low 
pressure draws water from the downcomer 
plenum and the two flows (driving and driven) 
are carried downward into the jet pump mixing 
section.  

The mixing section fits into the jet pump diffuser, 
,with'4 guide vanes of the diffusei mating with 
the lower end of the mixing section. This slip fit 
makes it possible to replace the mixing sections 
during refueling outages, if required, and allows 
for differential expansion' between the riser, 
diffuser, and reactor vessel.

The mixing assemblies are braced to the inlet 
riser pipe just above the slip fit into the diffuser.  
The brace ring is welded to the riser and holds 
the mixing assembly in place with a sliding, 
tapered wedge and restrainer assembly.  

The jet pump diffusers are welded to adapters 
which are first welded to the shroud support 
plate. Welding the smaller adapter to the shroud 
support plate first, aids in the alignment and 
welding of. the diffusers.  

Baffle Plate 

The baffle plate, shown in Figure 2.1-6, is 
welded to'and supports the core shroud. (The 
baffle plate is sometimes referred to as the shroud 
support plate or the diffuser seal ring.). The 
baffle plate is welded to the reactor vessel wall 
and supported underneath by column members 
welded to the vessel bottom head. Besides 
supporting the core shroud, the baffle plate 
provides 'a mounting surface for the jet pump 
diffusers. It also separates the annulus (reactor 
recirculation pump suction area) from the lower 
plenum region (jet pump discharge).  

The baffle plate supports the weight of the jet 
pumps and the, core shroud. By supporting the 
core shroud It also supports all the -weight 
supported by the core shroud, such as: the core 
plate, some peripheral fuel assemblies, the top 
guide, the core spray spargers, and the shroud 
head/steam separator assembly.  

2.1.3.3 Lower Plenum Region 

The lower plenum region is the area inside the 
reactor vessel lower head, below the baffle plate, 
and below the core plate. The components in this 
region are discussed in the paragraphs which
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follow. �The reactor vessel lower plenum region

follow.,The reactor vessel lower plenum region 
is illustrated in Figure 2.1-4.  

Bottom Head- Penetrations 

The reactor vessel bottom head, which is welded 
,to -the vessel - shell, contains numerous 
penetrations which consists of: 

1. 1 A penetration for each control rod drive 
mechanism, 137 total.  

2. One penetration for the bottom head drain to 
the Reactor Water Cleanup System.  

-F3. One penetration for injection of the Standby 
Liquid Control System.  

4. A penetration for each local power.range 
-monitoring detector string, 31 total.  

5. A penetration for each intermediate range 
monitoring detector, 8 total.  

6. A *penetration for, each source range 
monitoring detector, 4 total.  

Bottom Head Drain 

The bottom head drain line penetration (Fig. 2.1
18) directs flow to the Reactor Water Cleanup 

.System (RWCU, Section 2.8) to aid in the 
removal of,.suspended solids, provide a 
temperature measurement of water in the bottom 
head area, and to minimize cold water 
stratification in the bottom head area.  

Standby Liquid Control Line 

"The standby liquid control line (Fig 2.1-20) 
serves a dual function within the reactor .Yessel: 
to inject liquid control solution into the coolant 
stream and sense the differential pressure across 
the core plate. The line enters the reactor vessel at 
a point below the core shroud as two concentric 
pipes. In the lower plenum, the two pipes 
separate. The inner pipe terminates near the lower

shroud with a perforated length below the core 
plate. It is used to sense the pressure below the 
core plate during normal operation and to ,inject 
liquid control solution when required.(SLC, 
Section 7.4). This location assures that-good 
mixing and dispersion are facilitated. The use of 
the inner pipe also reduces the thermal shock to 
the vessel nozzle should the Standby Liquid 
Control System -be actuated. The outer pipe 
terminates immediately above the core plate and 
senses the pressure in the region outside the fuel 
assembly channels.  

Control Rod Drive Housing 

The control rod drive (CRD) housings, shown in 
Figure 2.1-51 are extensions of the reactor vessel 
bottom head. CRD housings provide yertical and 
lateral support, for the control ,rod drive 
mechanisms (CRD, Section 2.3). REach CRD 
housing also transmits the weight of four fuel 
assemblies, a fuel support piece,tand a control 
rod guide tube to the reactor vessel bottom head.  
The CRD housings are inserted from the bottom 
of the vessel through the CRD stubtubes. Once 
inserted, the CRD housings are optically aligned 
through their respective core plate opening and 

* welded to the stub tube., 

.. Following the installation of a CRD housing, 14 
feet in length, the CRD hydraulic insert and 
*withdraw lines are permanently attached., 

,-Located In the flange end of the CRD housing is 
. a-keyway which is used for locking the control 

rod drive thermal sleeve in place to prevent it 
from rotating. This thermal sleeve provides for 
locking the control rod guide tube in place. 

Control Rod Guide Tubes 

Each control rod guide tube, shown In Figure

AIfl! 
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.2.1-5, is 11 inches in diameter and slightly over 
13 feet in length. The top portion contains four 3 
inch diameter holes to direct core flow from the 
core below plate area to the fuel assemblies, via 
the flow orifices in the fuel support pieces& The 
bottom end of the guide tube is machined to mate 
with the CRD housing and is locked in place on 
topý of the housing via the CRD thermal sleeve.  
The guide tube performs the following functions: 

1. It. guides the lower end of the control rod 
during rod movement.  

2. It forms a cylinder around the velocity limiter 
portion of the control rod so itcan retard the 
free fall velocity under rod drop accident 
conditions (Section 2.2).  

3. It supports the orifice fuel support piece 
which in turn vertically supports the fuel.  

4. It provides the coolant flow passage into the 
orifice fuel support piece.  

The control rod guide tube is lowered through the 
core plate from the top of the reactor vessel.  
There are two alignment lugs at the top of the 
guide tube that are aligned with, the core plate 
alignment pins. This facilitates proper alignment 
with the fuel support piece. After the guide tube 
is set on its CRD housing, the CRD thermal 
sleeve is inserted upward into the CRD housing 
from below the reactor vessel, engaged with the 
guide tube, and rotated'to lock the gu'ide tube in 
place with a bayonet type coupling between the 
guide tube and the CRD housing. A locking key 
is then inserted in the lower end of the CRD 
housing to prevent the thermal sleeve from 
rotating and releasing the guide tube.  

Incore Housings and Guide Tubes 

The incore housings (Figure 2.1-1&4) are 
welded extensions of the reactor vessel bottom 
head which provide for mounting of the incore

nuclear instrumentation assemblies (Source 
Range Monitoring (SRM), Intermediate Range 
Monitoring (IRM), and Local Power Range 
Monitoring (LPRM) Systems) and bottom 
readout of their electrical cables and mechanical 
drives. The guide tubes are welded to the tfoj' of 
the incore housings and extend up to the core 
plate. The guide tubes and housings prevent jet 
pump flow (core flow) impingement on the 
nuclear instrumentation assemblies in the below 
core plate area, thereby eliminating possible 
vibration damage to these assemblies.  
The housings and guide tubes are fabricated of 
stainless steel and are approximately 2 inchgs in 
diameter. The housings are inserted from the 
bottom of the vessel, aligned with their, re
spective opening in the core plate, and welded 
directly to the reactor vessel bottom head. All the 
incore housings are at approximately the same 
elevation after welding. The incore guide tubes 
are installed from the top of the vessel and are 
welded to the top of the incore housings. The top 
of the guide tubes extend upward and terminate 
in a slip fit in the core plate approximately 1/2" 
below the top surface of the core plate. Cross 
bracing is installed below the core plate which 
ties all the incore guide tubes together. This 
bracing is to eliminate vibration of the guide 
tubes and the nuclear instrumentation assemblies.  
Each guide tube is perforated at the lower end by 
4 holes to pirovide a cooling water path for the 
nuclear instrumentation assemblies. These 
nuclear instrumentation assemblies are loaded 
into the guide tubes from the top of the vessel.  
The nuclear instrument assemblies extend 
upward and are secured in notches on the under 
side of the top guide.
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2.1.3.4 Core Shroud Region 
Components 

The core shroud region is the area bounded at the 
bottom by the core plate, at the top by the shroud 
head, and circumferentially by the core shroud.  
The components of this region are discussed in 
,the paragraphs which follow.  

Core Shroud 

The core shroud; shown in Figure 2.1-6,-is a 
-two inch .thick;-, cylindrical stainless steel 
assembly which surrounds the core.' The shroud 
provides the following: 

. 1. Abarrier to separate or divide the upward 
, core flow from the downward flow in the 

downcomer or annulus region.  
2. A vertical and lateral support for the core 

plate, top guide and shroud head.  
3. A floodable volume in the event of a loss of 

coolant accident (LOCA).  
4.--A mounting surface for the core spray 

-- •, spargers (CS, Section 10.3).  
5. It forms the core discharge plenum, directing 
-- the steam water mixture into the moisture 

- separator assembly.  

The core shroud is welded to and supported by 
the baffle plate (shroud support plate). The upper 
surface is machined to provide a leak tight fit 
with the mating -surface of the shroud head.  
Mounted inside the upper shroud, in the space 
between the top guide and the shroud head base, 
are the core spray spargers.  

Core Plate 

The core plate-(Figure 2.1-4,6,7) consists of aý 
circular, horizontal stainless steel plate-,with" 
vertical stiffener plate members below the-

horizontal plate. Tie rods serve to cross brace the 
stiffener members. The core plate contains the 
following: 

"1. -137.holes to accommodate the control rod 
Iguide tubes 

2. 137 alignment pins to ensure proper guide 
tube and fuel support piece orientation 

3. 12 holes for peripheral fuel suppori pieces 
4. 43 incore guide tube holes for neutron 

instrumentation L 
5. 5 neutron source location holes.  

.The core plate acts as a paitition to force the 
'majority of the core flowvinto the control rod 
guide tubes, fuel support pieces and finally to the 
fuel assemblies. The core -plate -also provides 

,vertical and lateral support for the 12 peripheral 
fuel bundles via their-fuel support pieces. It 
provides lateral support for all the fuel support 

-pieces and fuel bundles., 

The core plate assembly is bolted to a support 
ledge in the bottom area of the core shroud.  
Alignment pins on the core plate engage slots in 
the shroud to correctly position ,the assembly 
before it is secured.  

Top,, Guide 

The top guide, shown in Figure 2.1-8, is set on a 
rim near the top end of the shroud and is bolted 
in place. The top guide is formed by a series of 

* stainless steelplates joined at right angles to 
form a matrix of square openings. Each central 
-opening accommodates four fuel assemblies and 
one control rod (this is defined as a control cell).  
Along the periphery, are smaller openings which 
accommodate the .12 peripheral fuel assemblies.  

" Cutouts are provided on the bottom edge of the 
top guide at the junction of the cross plates to
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support the top end- of the neutron instrument 
assemblies and neutron source holders.  

The top guide provides lateral support for the 
upper end of all fuel assemblies, neutron 
monitoring instrument assemblies, and the 
installed neutron sources.  

Standard Fuel Support Pieces 

The standard fuel support pieces,, shown in 
Figure 2.1-9, are fourlobe stainless steel 
castings that support four fuel assemblies each, 
and are provided with orifice plates to assure 
proper coolant flow:distribution to each fuel 
assembly. The fuel support pieces rest on top of 
the control rod guide tubes and are aligned with 
the same alignment pins used by the guide tube.  
Usage of the same'alignment pins ensures that 
the orifice in the fuel-support piece are in line 
with the openings in the control rod guide tube.  
The opening between the four lobes is provided 
to allow passage of the control rod blade.  

The fuel support pieces provide lateral alignment 
for the bottom end of, four fuel, assemblies, 
transmit the weight of the fuel assemblies to the 
control rod guide tubes, and control the amount 
of flow via orifices to each fuel assembly: 

Peripheral Fuel Support Pieces 

The peripheral fuel support pieces, shown in 
Figure 2.1-9, are located at the outer edge of the 
core and are used to support fuel assemblies not 
located adjacent to control rods. Each peripheral 
fuel support piece supports one. of a total of 12 
fuel assemblies. Each-peripheral fuel support 
piece incorporates a single assembly which is 
designed to ensure proper coolant flow to the 
peripheral fuel assemblies. The peripheral 
support pieces are welded to the core plate and

are not removable. However, each contains a 
spring loaded flow orifice which can be removed 
from the fuel support piece during a refueling 
outage.  

Fuel Assemblies 

The fuel assemblies, shown in Figure 2.1-8, 
occupy most of the core region. The majority of 
the fuel assemblies (548) are associated with and 
rest in the four lobed fuel support pieces. The 
other 12 fuel assemblies are associated with the 
peripheral fuel- support pieces. The fuel 
assemblies contairi small uranium dioxide fuel 
pellets surrounded by cladding tubes. The fuel 
assemblies represent the heat source for the plant 
and are discussed in detail in the section on the 
Fuel and Control Rods System (Section 2.2).  

Control Rods 

The control rods, shown in Figure 2.1-8, occupy 
space in the core region whenever they are at 
least partially inserted. The 137 control rods enter 
the core from the bottom and consist of cruciform 
shaped blades which contain vertical neutron 
absorber rods. The neutron absorber is boron-10 
in the form of B4C powder. The control rods are 
used to control the nuclear reaction in the core 
and are discussed in detail in the section on the 
Fuel and Control Rods System (Section 2.2).  

Core Spray Line and Spargers 

The two .core spray -lines, Figure 2.1-10, 
penetrate the reactor vessel at an elevation of 474 
inches above vessel zero and approximately 1800 
apart. Once inside the reactor vessel; each line 
tees and is routed 900 (horizontally). The lines are 
directed downward along the vessel wall in the 
annulus region and then inward to penetrate the 
upper 6ore shroud just below the shroud head
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flange. After penetrating the shroud, each line 

again tees and proceeds around the interior of the 

shroud in two semicircular headers.  

Forty six spray nozzles are attached to each spray 

header and adjusted, to provide the correct spray 

distribution to the fuel assemblies. Routing of 

the header, and supports are designed to 

accommodate thermal expansion and differential 

movement between the core spray line, core 

shroud, and the reactor vessel.  

-Shroud Head 

The shroud head, Figure 2.1-11 is hemispherical 

in shape with a -flanged lower section. The top of 

the shroud head contains an array of penetrations 

used to channel the steam/water mixture exiting 

the core to the steam separator standpipes which 

are welded to the penetrations. The periphery of 

the shroud head , steam separator assembly 

contains-an array of bolts used to attach the 

shroud head to the upper edge of the shroud.  

Installation of the shroud head and the integral 

steam separator assembly is accomplished with 

the aid of two guide rods. The guide rods are 

secured to the reactor vessel wall, 1800 from each 

other, at the upper end and the shroud at the 

lower end. -The guide rods provide a method for 

guiding the-shroud head into place during 

installation via two slotted guide brackets on the 

Sshroud head which fit around the two guide rods.  

As the shroud head mates with the shroud, two 

alignment pins on the head fit into matching holes 

of the shroud to provide exact alignment 

between the two components. Following 

installation, the shroud head is bolted to the, top 

of the upper shroud to form the core outlet 

plenum.

2.1.3.5 Moisture Separation Assemblies 

Moisture or steam separation is accomplished 

internal to the reactor "vessel via a steam 

separator and steam dryer. The steam separating 

components are discussed in the paragraphs 

which follow.  

Steam Separator Assembly 

The steam separator assembly, shown in Figure 

2.1-11, increases the steam quality from 10 to 

13% at the core exit to at least 90% prior to entry 

into the steam dryers. The separator assembly 

consists -of 225 cyclone type separator 

assemblies.  

The standpipes, which are welded to the shroud 

head, direct the steam and water mixture to the 

steam, separators. The separators are.welded to 

the standpipes and are crossbraced to form a rigid 

"structure to prevent vibration. Each separator is5a 

centrifugal type. As steam flows into the 

separator, it flows past a stationary swirl vane 

which imparts rotation to. the dincoming two 

phase fluid. The denser liquid is thrown radially 

outward by centrifugal force thus forming a 

continuous wall of water against the inside'w~ill 

of the innerpipe. Three flow.paths retirri the 

liquid to the downcomer area. 

Steam Dryer Assembly 

The steam dryer assembly, shown in Figure 2.1

12, dries the wet' steam coming out of the steam 

separators to greater than 99.9% quality. It also 

provides a seal between the wet steam area 

(steam exiting the separators) and the dry steam 

flowing to the main steam lines. The seal is 

formed by the steam dryer assembly seal skirt 

extending below the normal water level.
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The'dryers are fabricated into a one piece 
assembly with no moving parts. The upper 
section of the assembly consists of steam dryers 
with portions of the sides cut away to permit 
steam flow to the main steam lines.  

The dryers force the wet steam to be directed 
horizontally through the dryer panels. The steam 
is forced to make a series of rapid changes in 
direction while traversing the panels. During 
these direction clianges, the heavier drops of 
entrained moisture are forced to the outer walls 
where moisture collection hooks catch and drain 
the liquid to collection -roughs, then through 
tubas into the reactor vessel annulus region.  

Correct alignment of the steam dryer during 
installation is obtained with the use of the same 
guide rods used by'the shroud- head / steam 
separator assembly. Upward movement of the 
steam dryer assembly is restricted by steam dryer 
hold down brackets which are welded to the 
reactor vessel top head.  

2.1.3.6 Main Steam Outlet Penetrations 

Four main steam line nozzles,'of 24 inch 
diameter, are installed at ihi 640 inch level to 
direct' the geneiated steam out' of the reactor 
vessel. The nozzles are offset (not at 90' angles 
from each other) due to the configuration of the 
steam dryers inside the vessel. This nozzle 
configuration allows placement of more dryer 
panels in the vessel, while leaving an open flow 
area near each steam line. For details of the Main 
Steam System refer to Section 2.5.  

2.1.3.7 Vessel Head Penetrations 

The reactor vessel head contains three 
penetrations, shown in Figure 2.1-1,

of which only t,'o are normally used after 
completion' of the initial startup testing program.  

The first penetration (4"), closest to center and 
commonly called the head vent line, provides the 
dual function of venting noncondensible gases 
from the reactor vessel head area and providing a 
sensing line for shutdown level, indication.  
During operation at temperatures less than the 
boiling temperature, the noncondensible gases 
are vented to the drywell equipment drain sump 
through two motor operated valves. At 
temperatures above the boiling temperature, the 
vent is directed to the "A" main steam line 
through a motor operated valve (MS, Section 
2.5). For information of shutdown level 
instrimentatiori refer to Section 3.1.  

The second penetration (6"), which is 
approximately 30 inches radially off center; is 

'used by the Residual Heat Removal System 
(RHR, Section 10.4) and termed the head spray 
line. The head spray line sprays water from the 
RHR systein into the upper head area to collapse 
the steam forrmed during vessel cooldown and 
vessel floodup.  

The third and final penetration in the vessel head 
is used during the initial'plant startup testing 
program. During'initial startup testing numerous 
sample and sensing lines are routed from various 
areas in the reactor vessel to instrument racks to 
provide information such as: 

1. Vibration and strain measurements of internal 
components.  

2. Steam quality at various locations in the 
steam separator and dryer.
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2.1.3.8 Vessel External Components 

Components external to the reactor vessel are 
discussed in the paragraphs which follow: 

Reactor Vessel Support Skirt 

The support skirt, shown in Figure 2.1-13, is 
welded at the top to the reactor vessel bottom 
head. The support skirt is anchored at the bottom 

,to the vessel support pedestal via a ring girder 
and anchoring bolts. The support skirt provides 
vertical support for the reactor vessel, its interpal 

.components, the fuel and control rods, and the 
moderator in the vessel.  

Reactor Vessel Pedestal 

The composite steel and concrete reactor 
pedestal(Fig. 2.1-13) provides vertical support 
for the reactorvessel. The pedestal is constructed 

,of two concentric steel liners tied together by 
diaphragms with the annulus between the liners 

- filled with 'concrete. The support pedestal is 
constructed as an integral part of the drywell 

'.foundation. Steel anchor bolts, set in concrete, 
extend through a bearing plate and secure the ring 
girder. The ring girder is then bolted to the 
reactor vessel support skirt.  

Biological Shield 

The biological shield, shown in Figure 2.1-13, is 
a cylindrical structure of high density concrete 
containing vertical and horizontal I-beam support 
columns with-a steel inner and outer skin. The 
biological shield permits drywell access for 
maintenance, after reactor shutdown with a 

minimum radiation exposure to 'personnel. It 
extends the lifetime of drywell components, such 
as cable insulation, by minimizing radiation 
exposure and also limits neutron activation of

components within the-drywell; which would 
cause increased radiation exposure to personnel 
from the activated components. The biological 
shield also provides horizontal support (Fig. 2.1
14) for the upper end of the reactor vessel via 4 
spring loaded turn -buckles. Eight pairs. of 

,'stabilizers make up the seismic truss -that 
-connects the shield wall to the containment wall.  
Differential expansion is accommodated by, gibs 
-on the containment wall which allow vertical 
movement.  

Vessel Insulation 

The reactor vessel insulation, Figure 2.1-16, is 
an all metal reflective insulation having an 

-average maximum heat transfer rate of 
approximately 80 ,Btu/hr-ft2 at the -operating 
conditions of 550°F for the vessel and 135F Efor 
the drywell atmosphere. The maximum insulation 
thicknesses are 4 inches for the upper head, 3-1/2 
inches for the cylindrical shell and nozzles, and 3 
inches for the -bottom head. The insulation is 
designed to permit complete submersion in water 
without loss of -insulating:; material, 
contamination from the water, or adverse effect 
on the insulation efficiency after draining and 
drying. The insulation panels for the cylindrical 
shell of the reactor yessel are held in place by 
vessel insulation supports located at two 
elevations on the vessel. The support brackets for 
each support are full -penetration welded ,to the 
vessel at 12 evenly spaced locations around the 
circumference. Provisions are made for removing 
some insulation during in-service inspection.  

The reactor vessel upper head insulation is 
removed as a complete unit to facilitate head 
removal during a refueling outage.
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CRD Housing Support Structure 

Located below the reactor vessel is a control rod 
drive housing support structure, shown in Figure 
2.1-17, which prevents the ejection of a control 
rod in the unlikely event of, a control rod drive 
housing failure with the'react6r pressurized. This 
network consists of support beams on the inside 
of the reactor pedestal,' with hafiger rodsand 
spring washers suspended from the beams. Grid 
clamps, grid plates, and support bars are bolted 
to the hanger rack to vertically support the bottom 
end of each housing and drive. Tthe installation 
provides approximately a 1 inch gap between 
bottom of the drive and the support steel when 
the reactor is cold. When the reactor is hot, this 
gap reduces to 1/4 inch because the CRD housing 
expands downward while the vessel skirt 
expands upward. If. a CRD housing fails, the 
support structure limits control rod drive, and 
thus control rod blade travel in the. outward 
direction. The control rod drive housing support 
structure is an engineered safety feature.  

2.1.4 System Features and Interfaces 

A short discussion of system features and 
interfaces this system has with other plant 
systems is given in the paragraphs which 
follow.  

2.1.4.1 Reactor Vessel Flow Paths 

During normal power operation, the recirculation 
pumps and jet pumps provide forced flow of 
coolant through the core at a rated core flow of 
77 x 106 lb/hr. Approximately 90% of this flow 
enters the fuel assemblies while a designed 10% 
bypasses the fuel. The bypass water flows 
through the core interstitial region among the 
control rods, neutron monitoring detectors, and 
other core components. The water absorbs the

heat energy of the fuel which increases the water 
temperature to the saturation value and boils a 
portion of the total core flow.  

The steam and water mixture exiting the core is 
forced to pass through-the steam separator and 
steam dryer assemblies. The removed water 
flows back to the annulus area, and the steam 
exits the reactor vessel through the main steam 
lines. Rated steam fl6w is 10.5 x 106' lb/hr. The 
incoming feedwater dompensates for the6 mass 
inventory loss of the reactor vessel 'because of 
steam 'production. The feedwater flow is varied 
to maintain niormalwater level in the reactor 
vessel. The incoming feedwater temperature in 
the reactor vessel, serves to subcool the water in 
the reactor vessel nniulfis and prevents cavitation 
of the recirculation pumps and jet pumps.  

Several auxiliary flow paths are also established 
during normal operation. The head vent valve, is 
open to vent non-condensible gases in the reactor 
vessel head area to main steam line 'A' The 
CRD Hydriaulic System supplies about 47 gpm 
of water to the rieactor vessel as control rod drive 
mechanism 'cooling water flow. The Reactor 
Water Cleanup Sy)stem, continuously processes 
approximately 239 gpm of reactor water from the 
recirculation loops and reactor vessel bottom 
head. This water is returned to the reactor vessel 
via the feedwater lines.  

The various reactor vessel flow paths are shown 
in Figure 2.1-18.  

2.1.4.2 Reactor Vessel Limitations 

The reactor coolant system boundary pressure 
should not be allowed to exceed 1325,psig, as 
measured iri the steam dome, at any time when 
irradiated fuel is present in the reactor vessel: The 
reactor vessel is designed for an internal design
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pressure of 1250 psig with the applicable boiler 
codes allowing a 10% over design'pressure 
condition during transients: 110% x 1250 psig = 

41375 psig at bottom head invert.  

It is assumed that the entire reactor coolant 
system is full of water when any 
overpressurization occurs. Since pressure is 
measured in the steam space, correction for the 
pressure associated with the static head of water 
must be* applied. For this reason' the pressure 
limit is established at 1325 psig (versus , 1375 
psig) as displayed on control room indication.  

In order to avoid excess thermal stresses on the 
reactor vessel, the reactor coolant temperature 
should be limited to a maximum -heatup or 
cooldown of 100°F in any one hour period. To 

- ensure that the reactor vessel will not behave in a 
brittle manner when stresses are applied, the 
vessel flange and head flange temperature must 
be greater than 70'F when the reactor vessel head 
bolts are under tension.  

2.1.4.3 Flow Orificing 

Both the four lobed and the peripheral 'fuel 
support pieces incorporate flow orifices to ensure 
the proper amount of cooling flow for each-fuel 
assembly in the core. In a BWR, as power is 
increased, -the amount of boiling (two phase 
flow) within a fuel assembly also increases.  

As two phase flow increases within the higher 
power bundles, increased resistance to flow 
occurs. This increased resistance to flow would 
tend to cause more flow to the-lower powered 
fuel bundles, and less flow to the higher powered 
fuel bundles. By providing flow orificing in the 
fuel support pieces, the majority of the pressure 
drop across the core occurs at the flow orifice.  
The pressure drop across the orifice is large in

comparison to the pressure drop in the fuel 
Sassembly itself. Therefore. any changes in two 

phase flow within individual-fuel assemblies 
cause insignificant changes in flow distribution 
between higher and' lower powered 'fuel 
assemblies.  

For the purpose of orificing, the core is divided 
into two zones. The central zone consists of only 
regular 4 bundle fuel support pieces. The 
peripheral zone consists of both'regular 4 bundle 
fuel support pieces and all. the individual 
peripheral support pieces.  

2.1.4.4 Core Floodability (Figure,.2.1
19) 

The emergency core cooling systems (ECCS) 
and the reactor vessel design are compatible to 

,'ensure that the core can be'adequately cooled 
following a loss of coolant accident (LOCA).  

The worst case loss of coolant 'accident,- with 
respect to core cooling, is a recirculation line 
break with the reactor at full power. 'In this case, 
the reactor vessel water level rapidly decreases 
uncovering the core. However, there are several 
systems that automatically provide makeup water 
-to the reactor vessel within the core shroud until 
it reaches the level of the, top of the jet pump 
mixing sections. Water then spills out of the jet 
pumps into the annulus areaand out through the 
broken recirculation line. This elevation is 
approximately 2/3 of the height of the core.  

If flooding of the reactor vessel is accomplished 
within a specified time frame; and if the level is 
maintained at the 2/3 core coverage point, the 
core will be adequately cooled and the integrity of 
the fuel cladding will be maintained. The lower 
2/3 of the core will be cooled because it is 
flooded with water and the upper 1/3 of the core
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will be cooled by a mixture of steam and water 
flowing upward because of the vigorous boiling 
in the lower 2/3 of the core.  

2.1.4.5 System Interfaces 

A short discussion of interfaces this system has 
with other plant systems is given in the 
paragraphs which follow.  

Fuel and Control Rods. System 
(Section 2.2) , 

The fuel and control rods are located in the core 
region and are vertically supported by reactor 
vessel components.  

Control Rod Drive System (Section 2.3) 

The CRD-Hydraulic System provides cooling 
and hydraulic driving water to thecontrol rod 
drive mechanisms mounted in the 137 CRD 
housings of the reactor vessel.  

Recirculation System (Section 2.4) 

The Recirculation System provides forced 
circulation of the reactor coolant to yield a higher 
power density than would be possible under 
natural circulation conditions.  

Main Steam System (Section 2.5) 

The four main steam lines provide a steam path 
from the reactor vessel to the main turbine and 
other balance of plant steam loads. Overpressure 
protection is also provided for the reactor vessel 
by the 11 safety/relief Valves mounted on the 
steam lines. The reactor head area is also vented 
to the Main Steam System.

Condensate and Feedwater System 
(Section 2.6) 

The Condensate and Feedwater System provides 
high purity water to the reactor vessel to maintain 
a constant reactor vessel water level.  

Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System 
(Section 2.7) 

The Reactor Core Isolation Cooling System 
provides makeup water to the reactor vessel, via 
the Condensate and Feedwater System, under 
isolation conditions.  

Reactor Water Cleanup System 
(Section 2.8) 

The RWCU System maintains the reactor coolant 
at high purity and provides a means of draining 
water from the reactor vessel. Suction is taken 
from both recirculation loops and the bottom 
head drain, and returned through the feedwater 
system.  

Reactor Vessel Instrumentation System 
(Section 3.1) 

The reactor vessel level, pressure, and .flow 
instrumentation uses instrument lines which 
penetrate the reactor vessel. Reactor. vessel 
temperature instrumentation uses thermocouple 
pads at various vessel locations and the bottom 
head drain.  

Source Range Monitoring System 
(Section 5.1) 

The SRM detectors and sources are located inside 
the reactor vessel.
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Intermediate Range Monitoring System 
(Section 5.2) 

The IRM detectors are located inside the reactor 
vessel.  

Local Power Range Monitoring System 
(Section 5.3) 

The LPRM detectors are located inside the reactor 
vessel region.  

Traversing Incore Probe System 
(Section 5.6) 

The TIP detectors can be inserted into the reactor 
vessel core region.  

Standby Liquid Control System 
(Section 7.4) 

The SLC System injects a neutron absorbing 
solution (sodium pentaborate) into the reactor 
vessel to shutdown the reactor In the unlikely 
event of a failure of the CRD System. Injection is 
through the below core plate sparger.  

High Pressure Coolant Injection System 
(Section 10.1) 

The HPCI System provides makeup water to the 
reactor vessel to cool the core in the event of a 
loss of coolant accident (LOCA). The water 
enters the reactor vessel via the feedwater 
system.  

Core Spray (CS) System (Section 10.3) 

The CS System provides for low pressure 
spraying of the core in the event of a LOCA. The 
water enters the reactor vessel via spray spargers 
located above the top guide.

Residual Heat Removal System 
(Section 10.4) 

The low pressure coolant injection (LPCI) mode 
provides flooding water to the reactor vessel via 
the recirculation system discharge piping to cool 
the fuel in the event of.a LOCA. The shutdown 
cooling mode provides for the removal of decay 
heat from the fuel during normal reactor 
shutdown conditions. Suction is taken from the 

:recirculation loop suction piping and discharged 
-back to a LPCI mode injection line and the head 
spray nozzle.  

2.1.5 Summary 

Classification - Safety Related 

Purposes: 
1. To house the reactor core.  
2. To support and align the fuel and control 

rods.  
3. To provide a flow path for the circulation of 

coolant past the fuel.  
4. To remove moisture from the steam exiting 

the reactor vessel.  
5. To provide an internal, refloodable volume to 

assure core cooling capability following a 
loss of coolant accident.  

6. To serve as part of the reactor coolant 
boundary.  

7. To limit downward control rod motion 
following a postulated failure of a control 
rod drive housing.  

Components - Reactor vessel; various 
penetrations; feedwater spargers; surveillance 
sample holders; jet pump assemblies; baffle plate; 
control rod drive housing; control rod 
guidetubes; core shroud; core plate; top guide; 
fuel support pieces; fuel assemblies; control 
rods;incore housings and guide tubes; core spray
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spargers; shroud head; steam separator assembly; 
steam dryer assembly; support skirt; biological 
shield; CRD housing support structure; vessel 
insulation.  

System Interfaces - Fuel and Control Rod 
System; Control Rod Drive System; 
Recirculation System; Main Steam System; 
Condensate and Feedwater System; Reactor Core 
Isolation Cooling System; Reactor Water 
Cleanup System; Reactor Vessel Instrumentation 
System; Source Range Monitoring System; 
Intermediate Range Monitoring System; Local 
Power Range Monitoring System; Traversing 
Incore Probe System;Standby Liquid Control 
System; High Pressure Coolant Injection System; 
Core Spray System;Residual Heat Removal 
System.
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2.2 FUEL AND CONTROL ROD 
SYSTEM 

-. Learning Objectives: 

-,Fuel: 
:1. State the system's purpose.  
.2. Describe the physical arrangement of: 

a. -:The fuel assemblies.  
b. A G. E. fuel rod and its internal 

- components for the various fuel types.  
3. State the ,purpose of the major, system 

, components for the various fuel types.  
4. Explain the characteristics of the fuel with 

iregard to: 
a. fuel pellet composition.  
b. enrichment variations.  
c. burnable poisons.  

5. Discuss the function of core bypass flow and 
its sources.  

Control Rods: 
-1. - State the system's purpose. 
-2.,, List the three major types of control rods 

, -~ found in BWRs.  
,3. State the purpose of the major control rod 

components.  
4. zDescribe-the nuclear characteristics of the 
- various control rods.  
5. Explain why:bottom entry control rods are 

used: 

2.2.1 Introduction 

The purposes of the reactor fuel and control rods 
"are: % 
Fuel: 
1. To generate energy from a nuclear fission 

reaction to provide heat for steam generation.  
Control Rods: 
1. To control reactor power level.  
2. To control axial and radial power (neutron 

flux) distribution to optimize core

performance.  
3. To provide adequate excess negative reactivity 

- to shut down the reactor from any normal 
- operating or accident condition at any, time 

during core life.  

The functional classification, of the Fuel and 
Control Rods System is that of a safety related 
system. It also contains a component, the control 
rod velocity limiter, which is an engineered safety 
feature., 

The fuel is arranged in the reactor into control 
cells. Each control cell consists of a control rod 
and four fuel assemblies that, immediately 
surround it. The four fuel assemblies are 
supported by a fuel support piece., Around the 
outer edge of the core, certain fuel assemblies not 
immediately: adjacent to, a control -rod are 
supported by individual peripheral fuel support 
pieces.  

The fuel rods 'within each fuel assembly contain 
enriched uranium oxide (UO, rich, in , U-235) 
pellets in which the nuclear fission reaction takes 
place and the majority of heat used to make steam 
is generated. The fuel rods are hollow tubes made 
of a zirconium alloy which provides a barrier to 
fission product release to the reactor coolant 
surrounding the fuel pellets.  

"The control rods cinsist of a sheathed cruciform 
array of stainless steel tubes, filled with boron 
carbide (B4C -powder. ,-The control rods are 
inserted and-withdrawn from" the core by control 
rod drive mechanism's (CRDM) (see Section 2.3).  
Each control rod has a device to limit its free fall 
'velocity 'sufficientlyy to avoid damage the 
nuclei" system ,process -barrier, by _the rapid 
reactivity increase resulting frorf a free fall of one 
control rod from its fully inserted positionrito the 
position where the drive was withdrawn. Each 
control rod also has a device to couple the control 
rod to the CRDM.
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2.2.2 Component Description' 

The major components of the Fuel'and Control 
Rods System are discussed in the paragraphs that 
follow.  

2.2.2.1 Fuel Assembly 

A fuel assembly consists of a fuel bundle and the 
fuel channel that surrounds it (Figure 2.2-1). The 
fuel assemblies are arranged in the reactor core to 
approximate a right circular cylinder. Each fuel 
assembly is supported vertically and laierally by 
a fuel support piece atithe bottom and laterally by 
the top' guide at the top. The fuel'assembly 
weighs approximately 715' lb dry ald has an 
overall length of about 176 inches.  

2.2.2.2 General Electric Fuel Bundle 

General Electric fuel bundles (fuel assembly 
without fuel channel) contain fuel rods, tie rods, 
and water rod(s) whiclh are spaced and s'upported 
in a square 8 x 8, 9 x 9,'or 10 x10 array at the 
ends of the fuel bundle by the lower and upper tie 
plates. A fuel bundle weighs approximately 617 
lb dry.  

Lower Tie Plate 

The lower tie plate (Figure 2.2-4), manufactured 
from a stainless steel casting;, position's the fuel 
rods laterally and transfers vertical loads (weight 
of fuel assembly) to the' fuel support piece. The 
nose piece of the lower tie plaie fits precisely into 
the fuel support piece'and directs coolafit flow up 
through the'fuel assermbly.' A'hole~is'drilled into 
two sides of the lower tie plate to provide a small 

Samounot of bypass flow into the region of the core 
between fuel assemblies. This bypass flow is 
used to -cool the incore nuclear instruments and 
the control rods.

Because'of fuel channel creep on the fuel bundles, 
it is possible for bundle bypass flow to increase 
over the period of a fuel cycle. Fuel channel creep 
is a deformation (bowing) of the fuel channel 
because of flow induced internal pressure of the 
fuel bundle along with changes in mechanical 
properties of the fuel bundle and channel material 
from exposure to the reactor environment (neutron 
irradiation). Bypass flow may increase to as 
much as 12% from this phenomenon. To preclude 
this event, finger- springs (Figure 2.2-2) are 
located between the lower tie plate and the fuel 
channel to control this bypass flow. They are held 
in place by the lower end plugs of the fuel rods 
and fill the space between the bottom of the 
channel and the lower tie plate. They ensure that 
bypass flow remains constant at 10% of total 
bundle flow regardless of channel growth.  

Upper Tie Plate 

The upper tie plate (Figure 2.2-5 and 6) 
manufactured from a stainless steel casting, 
provides alignment and support for the fuel rods 
at the top of the fuel bundle. The holes bored 
vertically through the upper tie plate position the 
fuel rods laterally at the upper end of the fuel 
bundle. The outer edge of the upper tie plate has 
alignment bosses for the purpose of providing a 
mating surface for the fuel channel and a post that 
extends vertically from each comer to aid in 
securing the fuel channel. One of the comer posts 
is bored axially and threaded to accept the cap 
screw for securing the channel fastener assembly.  
A lifting handle is an integral part of the upper tie 
plate and is used for moving and handling the fuel 
bundle during initial core loading and subsequent 
refueling operations. The upper tie plate also aids 
in verifying fuel cell configuration and proper 
orientation of the fuel assembly within the cell.
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Fuel Bundle Rods 

Three types of fuel rods are used in a fuel bundle: 
standard rods,,tie rods, and hollow water rods.  
Each fuel bundle contains, standard rods, 8 tie 
rods, and water rod(s). The details of a fuel 
assembly are shown in Figure 2.2-2. Figure 2.2-7 
shows a fuel cell cross section.  

ý,.Tie Rods,, 

The tie rods hold the fuel bundle together and 
support the weight of the fuel bundle during fuel 
handling operations when'the fuel assembly is 
hanging from fuel handling equipment by the bail 
handle. :They differ from the standard fuel rods in 

* - that the lower end plugs thread into the lower tie 
'plate casting and the upper end plugs are threaded 
and extend through the upper tie -plate casting.  
The third and sixth rods along each side of the 
fuel bundle are.tie rods. They are manufactured 
much the same as the standard fuel rods. Only the 

* end plugs are different and distinguish the tie rods 
- from - the standard rods. A stainless steel 
- hexagonal nut threads onto the upper end plug to 

hold the assembly together. A locking tab washer 
-locks the nuts in place.  

Standard Fuel Rods 

The standard fuel rod is 160 inches in length and 
has an active fuel length of 150 inches. The top 6 
inches and bottom 6 inches of uranium oxide fuel 
is natural uranium (not enriched). The remainder 
of fuel pellets are enriched in U-235 and some 
pellets having a uranium-gadolinium mixture. A 
free volume, provided in the top 10 inches of the 

'fuel rod, contains a plenum spring to compress the 

fuel pellets axially and a small tube which 
contains a hydrogen getter. This free volume, 
called the plenum region or plenum volume, along 
with the space between the cladding and the fuel 
pellets is designed to accommodate gaseous

fission products which are released from the 
uranium pellets over the design life of the fuel.  
The fuel rod is shown in Figure 2.2-3. 

In essence, the fuel rod is a small pressure vessel 
-designed to withstand internal pressures of up to 

1800 psia and to operate in a BWR environment 
with external pressures on the order of 1000 to 
1100 psig. The, plenum spring maintains a 

-constant compressive force on the fuel pellets in 
order to maintain axial -contact between fuel 
pellets. The hydrogen getter is provided in the 
plenum volume as protection against any moisture 
or hydrogenous material within the cladding. The 

*•end plugs of, the.standard rods, have rounded 
shanks that fit into the upper and lower tie plates.  

- An expansion spring is located over the upper end 
,plug shank of each rod in the assembly to keep 
rods seated in the lower-tie plate while allowing 
independent axial expansion by sliding within the 

*holes of the upper tie plate. The expansion spring 
is made of inconel.  

The fuel rods are hollow cladding tubes fabricated 
from Zircaloy-2 alloy with a Zirconium barrier on 
the interior surface to prevent pellet-clad 
interaction. • High density 1(95%. theoretical 
density) solid right circular uranium oxide pellets 
are stacked inside the cladding tube. After the 
fuel pellets are loaded, the fuel rod is heated and 
evacuated by means of a vacuum pump. It is then 
back filled with helium gas to three atmospheres 

- of pressure. The back -fill. and hot, outgas 
procedure reduces the amount of hydrogenous 
material (water, petroleum based lubricants, etc.) 
which may have contaminated either the fuel 
pellets or the fuel rod during the manufacturing 
process. Hydrogenous contaminants can have a 

- detrimental effect on the :Zircaloy -cladding 

integrity through a mechanism known as 
,hydriding. Following the outgas/back fill 

procedure, Zircaloy endplugs are welded into 
place to seal the ends of the fuel rod.
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Water Rods 

Water rods are hollow water tubes, containing no 
fuel pellets. One of the two rods positions seven 
fuel rod spacers axially in the bundle. The outside 
diameter of the water rods is slightly larger than 
that of the standard fuel rod or tie rod.' Several 
holes are drilled through the6 tube wall at the top 
and bottom of the rod to allow coolant to flow 
freely throughout the rod. The water rod, which 
positions the seven fuel spacers, has welded tabs 
along the rod spaced at approximately 21 inch 
intervals. The water rod is'attached to the fuel 
spacer cells by slidirng the rod through the spacer 
cells with the weld tabs oriented in the direction 
of the comer of the spacer cel:' The rod is then 
rotated so that the tabs fit between the elements of 
the spacer structure, thereby locking the spacer in 
the required axial position. The' water rods are 
prevented from rotating and unlocking the spacers 
by engagement of their square lower end plugs 

into square holes in the lower tie plate. This also 
ensures that water rods are not inadvertently 
placed in the wrong bundle radial location. The 
upper end plug is rounded, but is longer than any 
of the standard fuel rod end plugs. This also aids 
in confirming correct orientation of the water rods 
within the bundle.  

The water rods are placed in the center of the 
bundle to increase moderation in this region. This 
will more effectively utilize the other uranium 
fuel in this region. It xrill also provide a flatter 
local power peaking pattern: This helps provide 
more margin to the LHGR thermal limit.  

Fuel Spacers 

The fuel spacers are fabricated from Zircaloy-4 
sheet' metal. Zircaloy-4' was chosen as the 
construction' material because of its low neutron 
alsorption characieristics. - The fuel spacer 
provides positive contact support for the fuel rods 
and radially positions the rods so that optimum

fuel rod spacing is maintained. The fuel spacer 
type is either an egg crate spacer or a ferrule 
spacer (Figure 2.2-8). The spacers provide lateral 
support needed to suppress fuel rod vibration and 
fretting wear associated with vibration.  

Fuel Channel 

The fuel channel enclosing the fuel bundle is 
fabricated from Zircaloy-4. The fuel channel 
provides a barrier to separate two parallel flow 
paths. Approximately 90% of the coolant flows 
within the fuel channel to remove heat from the 
fuel rods and 10% provides cooling flow in the 
region between fuel assemblies. The fuel channel 
also serves to guide and act as a bearing surface 
for the control rod blades. It also improves 
rigidity of the fuel bundle and protects the fuel 
rods during fuel handling operation.  

The fuel channel is open at the bottom and makes 
a sliding seal fit at the lower tie plate by means of 
finger springs. At the top of the channel, two 
diagonally opposite comers have welded tabs to 
support the weight of the channel from the raised 
posts on the upper tie plate. One of these raised 
posts has a threaded hole and the channel is 
secured to the fuel bundle by using a cap screw 
and channel fastener assembly which includes the 
fuel assembly positioning spring. The positioning 
spring provides an interference fit between 
bundles to ensure that the bundles cannot rotate or 
vibrate in the fuel cell. They provide a spring 
force which tends to push the bundles outward 
from the center of the fuel cell and force the fuel 
channel and upper tie plate snugly against the top 
guide grid assembly. Channel to channel spacing 
is maintained by means of spacer buttons located 
on the upper portion of the channel facing each 
other across the control rod passage area.
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Fuel Pellets 

The fuel pellets (Figure 2.2-3) contained inside 
each of the fuel rods consists of high density (95% 
theoretical density) uranium oxide (U0 2). The 
pellets are fabricated from uranium oxide powder 

, which is compacted into right circular cylinder 
shaped pellets. The pellets are then sintered (held 
, at a high temperature) at 1600-1700"C for several 
hours to form a ceramic material. The ceramic 
U0 2 is chemically inert to the fuel cladding 
material at operating temperatures.  

Being a ceramic material, the U02 pellets are 
resistant -to interaction with water and can 
withstand relatively high temperatures (up to 
4530"F maximum). The fuel pellet, in its final 
form (after dry grinding), is 0.410 inch in 
diameter. The edges are chamfered to reduce any 
potential for interaction of the fuel pellets with the 
cladding at normal operating parameters.  

There are .three types of fuel pellets 
distinguishable only by isotopic content. Some 
fuel pellets -are fabricated from natural uranium 
only. Natural uranium is uranium which has a 
concentration of U-235 as found in the uranium 
ore as it is extracted from the ground (6:37 I1% by 
weight). U-235 is the isotope of uranium in which 
the thermal nuclear fission reaction takes place.  
The most abundant isotope'of uranium is U-238 
which is not capable of thermal fission. Sinice U-, 
235 is the- primary' isotope in which thermal 
fissioning (the primary source of heat production) 
takes place, theenergy produced in each fuel 
pellet is proportional to the arfiounit of U-235 in 
the pellet. Therefore, most of the fuel pellets are 
enriched in U-235. The en'rich-ments used in these 
pellets range from 1.30 to 3.00% by %right. See 
Figure 2.2-9, for aitypical enrichment distiibluiion.  

Up to seven fuel rods in a fuel bundle are loaded 
with fuel pellets which are made from a mixture, 
of enriched UOzand gadolinium oxide (2-5%

.Gd'0 3 by weight). The element gadolinium, in 
particular isotopes with atomic weight of 155 and 
157, is used in the fuel pellet to allow loading of 
a larger mass of fissionable material (weight 
percent) and improve power distribution in the 
fuel bundle both radially and axially. The 
gadolinium acts as a poison to the fission reaction 
in the U-235 by absorbing neutrons available for 
the U-235 and is depleted or burned out as it is 
exposed to neutron flux in the- core. - The 

SUO 2Gd 2O 3 mixture is a solid solution. Much like 
a liquid solution of salt and water, the ceramic 
pellets are a homogeneous mixture with Gd 20 3 

evenly dispersed throughout the pellet. .  

The fuel pellets are loaded into hollow fuel rods 
by stacking the pellets on top of one another. The 
bottom 6 inches of the fuel rod is stacked with 
fuel pellets having natural enrichment UO2 . The 
next 138 inches is stacked with pellets which are 

,naturally enriched (outer core bhndles only), 
enriched pure U0 2, or enriched U0 2Gd20 3 pellets 
(central core bundles). The top 6 inches is stacked 
with fuel pellets having natural enrichment U0 2.  
Natural uranium pellets are loaded in the top and 
bottom of the fuel rods of the central core bundles 
and the entire length of the peripheral bundles to 
act as a neutron reflector at the core boundary.  

To ensure proper radial orientation -in the fuel 
bundle, robotics technology is employed. The 

Spreprogrammed ,robotics computer - memory 
contains the required information to load specific 
typesof fuel bundles. The process begins by 
telling the computer-the type of bundle to be 
constructed. With this knowledge the robotic's 
arm selects a fuel rod from a storage bin and then 
reads the lower end plug identification number.  
.The computer compares the identification number 
to the bundle location and then inserts the fuel rod 
into that location. Folowing installation of the 
fuel rod, a CRT screen displays the fuel bundle 
completed, a hard copy of the bundle loading 
matrix is attached to the bundle. In addition, the
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bundle identification number and fuel loading 
information is stored in computer memory for 
future retrieval.  

2.2.2.3 ABB BWR Fuel Asembly 

The ABB fuel assembly (more commonly known 
as SVEA-96) consists of four sub-bundles of fuel 
rods, the channel and a removable top handle with 
springs. The water cross is welded to the channel 
shroud to form a structure ensuring dimensional 
stability with a minimum amount of material. As 
shown in figure 2.2-10 the bundle consists of 96 
fuel rods arranged in four 5x5-1 sub-bundles.  
Each sub-bundle is made up of 24 fuel rods 
supported by top and bottom tie plates and six 
spacer grids. The channel has a cruciform internal 
structure with a square center chf.nnel tha't forms 
gaps for non-boiling water during operation. The 
sub-bundles are inserted into the channel from the 
top and are supported at the bottom by a stainless 
steel bottom support and transitiofi piece which 
are bolted to the channel. The sub-bundles are 
free standing inside the channel. There is 
sufficient space for sub-bundle growth at the top 
of the assembly to eliminate any bunmup 
limitation due to differential growth between fuel 
bundles and the fuel chanruel.  

Coolant enters the SEVA-96 bottom nozzle 
through the fuel support piece. A support plate, 
which provides axial support for the sub-bundles, 
is located in the upper section of the bottom 
nozzle configurationh. Coolant'can exit the bottom 
nozzle either through' the bypass flow holes, by 
entefing the central water cross section, or by 
entering one of the four sub-bundle's. The lower 
tie plate constitutes ahnindividual inlet brifice for 
each of the four sub-bunfdl-s. This orifice in 
conjunction with the iiies-sure equalization flow 
paths' between the 'four subchanfiels tends to 
provide hydrodynamic stability of the four parallel 
subchannels. The entrance to the central section 
of the water cross is orificed to control water cross

flow. The water cross flow is taken from the 
plenum upstream (below) of the lower tie plate.  
Flow holes are provided in the water wing walls 
just downstream (above) of the lower tie plate to 
allow coolant to enter the waterwings. The inlet 
orifices to water cross and the water wings are 
sized to provide sufficient flow to avoid 
significant boiling in these water channels at rated 
conditions. At 100% power and flow conditions 
the water crossflow is 5.6%.  

The SVEA-96 channel is rigidly attached to the 
bottom nozzle with *a bolt in each face. This 
feature eliminates the leakage flow path between 
the bottom nozzle through the finger springs 

configuration which is present in the GE bundle 
design.  

The SEVA-96 design utilizes six spacers in each 
subbundle rather than the seven spacers 
incorporated in the GE bundle designs. ABB 
spacers are fabricated from inconel rather than 
zircalloy which allows the use of relatively thin 
strip material: Therefore, the pressure drop across 
each of the six spacers is reduced.  

2.2.2.4 Siemans BWR Fuel Assembly 

Siemans produces a 9x9 and a 10xlO fuel rod 
array for BWls which are called the Atrium 
design (Figure 2.2-11). Atrium fuel rods are 
fabricated with cladding materials that are 
resistant to' corrosion and pellet-cladding 
interaction. 'The cladding is zircaloy-2 with an 
iron-enhanced zirconium inner liner.  

Lower tie plates are designed to capture debris 
which might 6therwise result in fuel rod failure 
due to debris fretting(Figure 2.2-12).  

2.2.2.5 Control Rods 

The control rods (Figure 2.2-14) ýonsist of
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sheathed cruciform arrays of stainless steel tubes Absorber Rods 
filled with boron carbide (B4C) powder. The I.

I ne control roals are separatea uniformly 
throughout the core on a 12 inch pitch (rod center 
to rod centerVl -Control Rod Rollers '

Control Rod Blade -Four spherical rollers'are located in the top end 
Controlcasting of each blade, providing lateral support 

i of a s and reduced resistance 'to movement for the 
The c o dcontrol rod bearing on the surrounding fuel bundle 
cruciform" array of vertical absorber rods with a ,channels.The lower end of the control rod is 
:blade spfan (-width acr'oss cnucifoi-mi), of *9.75 chnesTe lwrndo 

b supported by four spherical rollers that contact the 
inches. The main structural members of a control r aT c r r' inner surface of the control rod drive guide tubes.  r6ol are niideof 'Stainless steel.- The con'trol rod 

c s o las .-,The lower rollers are an integral part of the bottom consists of a top hanidle casting, a bottoim- casting, •edcsigad rvd eue eitnet 
end castingr and-.provid& redu~ced resistance to 

'a v~rtikal cruciform center post and four U-shaped m • , -• ~movement of the control rod. "
"absorber tube sheaths. The end castifgs (top 
handle casting and bottom casting) and the center,'2.2.2.6 Control Rod Velocity Limiter 
post are' welded into a single skeletal structure. , ' - .  
The'U-shaped sheaths are welded to the' center 
pt ad e gs to formii •st r, u , l .yrigid. - The control rod velocity limiter (Figure 2.2-15) is 

h ...ing.d e T asi etend'the an'interal part'of the bottom end 'casting. The houising. The sheath~s extend the 6full length of thae, . ., • co "trol -d'e...ful 'lnt ' d . ah, velocity limiter is 'an'eengineered safety feature 
control rod element ~and ,provide a,,continuous SA ro hes i, .theulad designed to limit the control rod'velocity in the blade surface. A series' 'ofhole's-in the blade 

sehpmtt c .fevent of a rod drop accident to less than 3.11 feet sheaths permit reactor coolant to-,circulate 'freely per: second ý ' This --limits • -the 'rate at which 

about the ab'orber rods to pi6vide cooling -for the p 
" absoe 'reactivity -addition io the core can occur. -The 

B4C tubes. ' ' "Velocity limiter is in the form of two nearly mated 
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control rods perform the dual function of power The absorber rods are small stainless tubes filled 
shaping and reactivity control. These functions are with vibratory compacted, boron carbide' (B4C) 
accomplished 'by the use of the boron (5B'),, powder which is compacted to approximately 
contained in the boron carbide which has ar - 70% of its theoretical defisity. The boron carbide 
thermal neutron absorption cross-section of 3.84 --contains a minimum of 76.5% (by weight) boron 
x 103 barns (unit of area equal to 10.24 cm2). which in turn is enriched to a minimum of -18% 

boron-10 (5BP°)'by weight.' Absorber tubes are 
The boron, undergoes the following neutron made of stainless steel having an outside diameter 
absorption reaction: of 0.220 inch and a wall thickness of 0.027 inch.  

I B+n . i e.; The tubes are sealed by i plug welded into each 
5B'0 +0

1n- >31, + 2He end., In order to prevent excessive void regions 
- , which can be caused - by settling of the B4C 

Each corntrol rod is surrounded by four fuel powder,-stainless steel balls spaced ,at 16 inch 
-bundles. By mai'ipulating control rods to meet intervals are placed in the tube walls.', Should the 
selected 'patterns, core power distribution is boron carbide tend to compact further/the steel 
controlled. - " oo abd edt omatfrhr h te 
S• •.ntý87 - ,. balls will distribute the resulting voids over the 

, ". ,' -, - . .... * entire length of the absorber tube. ' -
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conical elements that act as a large clearance 
piston inside the control rod guide tube.  

The velocity limiter, is provided with a 
streamlined profile in the scram or upward 
direction, thus limiting control rod velocity during 
dropout but not during a scram. When the control 
rod is scrammed, water flows over the smooth 
surface of the upper conical -element into the 
annulus between the guide tube and the limiter.  
However, in the dropout, direction, water is 
trapped by the lower, conical element and 
discharged through the annulus between the two 
conical sections. Because the water is jetted into 
the annulus, a severe turbulence is created, 
thereby slowing the descent of the control rod 
assembly to less than 3.11 feet per second.  

2.2.2.7 Control Rod Blade Coupling 

The control rod blade coupling, (Figure 2.2-15) 
consists of a female socket which is an integral 
part of the control rod bottom casting. The upper 
end of the control rod drive mechanism contains 
a multifingered male coupling spud.  

A male lock plug which is spring loaded in a 
downward direction is located on the lower end of 
the control rod's coupling release handle. It keeps 
the fingers of the male coupling spud out against 
the inner surface of the socket and prevents the 
spud from uncoupling once it has been coupled.  
In order to couple the blade to the drive, it is only 
necessary to raise the drive slightly. The male 
coupling spud enters the socket and pushes the 
spring, loaded male lock plug- up. Once the 
coupling spud is in the correct vertical position, 
the fingers expand, allowing the male lock plug to 
drop back down into place.  

The male lock plug is connected by a rod to the 
coupling release handle which allows for 
uncoupling the blade from the drive from above 
the core.

Control Rod Valve Disc 

The control ihd valve disc is located just below 
the coupling release handle. It is only of 
significance when the rod is in the fully 
withdrawn position (backseated). In this 
condition, there would not be a flow path for 
cooling water br for reactor vessel water used to 
initiate a scram, when no accumulator pressure is 
available, because the bottom casting (velocity 
limiter) rests on the control rod guide tube, 
forming the back seat. With the rod fully 
withdrawn, the uncoupling rod in the control rod 
drive mechanism contacts the top of the buffer 
shaft and raises the male lock plug ab6ut 1/8 inch 
to opefi the valve disc. This establishes a flow 
path for reactor vessel water to scram the rod 
when no accumulator pressure is available. This 
also establishes a path for cooling water flow to 
the reactor vessel when the drive is backseated.  

2.2.2.8 Control Rod Guide Tube 

The control rod guide tube is 11 inches in 
diameter and slightly over 13 feet in length (See 
Figure 2.2-16): Thle top portion has four 3 inch 
diameter holes which direct the core flow from the 
below core plate area to the fuel bundles through 
the flow orifices in the fuel support pieces. The 
bottom end of the guide tube is machined to mate 
with the CRD housing and is locked in place on 
top of the housing via the CRD thermal sleeve.  

The guide tube performs the following functions: 
guides the lower end of the control rod during rod 
movement; forms a cylinder around the velocity 
limiter portion of the control rod so it can retard 
the free fall' velocity under certain accident 
conditions; supports and locates the orificed fuel 
support casting which in turn vertically supports 
the fuel;' provides a portion of the controlled 
reactor coolant leakage between the upper and 
lower plenum; and provides the coolant flow 
passage into the orificed fuel support piece. The
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control rod guide tube is lowered through the core 
,plate from the top of the reactor vessel. After the 
guide tube isset on its CRD housing, the CRD 
thermal sleeve is inserted upward into the CRD 

Shousing from below the reactor vessel, engaged 
with the guide tube, and rotated to lock the guide 
tube in place with a bayonet type coupling 
between the guide tube and the CRD housing. A 
locking key is then inserted in the lower end of the 
CRD housing to prevent the thermal sleeve from 
rotating and releasing the guide tube.  

2.2.2.9 Control Rod Drive Housings 

The CRD housings are extensions of the reactor 
vessel for mounting of- the CRD - mecha
,nis(Figure2.2-13). CRD housings are 
approximately :14 feet long and provide vertical 
and lateral support for the control rod drives.  
They also transmit the weight of the fuel, the fuel 
support pieces, and control rod guide tubes to the 

-reactor vessel bottom head.  

The CRD housings, which are inserted from the 
bottom of the vessel; have flanges at the bottom 
for bolting of the CRD mechanisms and for the 

-permanent attachment of the CRD insert and 
withdraw lines. Each housing is inserted through 
the bottom of the vessel, optically aligned through 
-their respective core plate openings, and is welded

instrumentation and protection system, that fuel 
failure will not result in the release of radioactive 

Smaterials in excess of guideline values of 10 CFR 
20, 50, and 100.  

The mechanical design process emphasizes that 
the fuel assembly will provide substantial fission 
product retention capability, during all potential 
operational modes and will provide sufficient 
structural integrity to prevent operaiional 
impairment of any reactor safety equipment.  

The fuel nuclear design provides negative 
reactivity feedback that is sufficient, in 
combination with other plant systems, to prevent 
fuel damage as a result of any'abnormal 
operational transient. The reactor core is designed 
to exhibit nuclear characteristics as required to 

* ensure that the nuclear system is stable and has no 
* inherent tendency toward divergent or limit cycle 

operation. The fuel is also designed and loaded to 
limit the excess reactivity of the core sufficiently 
to ensure- that reactivity control systems are 
capable of making the core subcritical at any time 
with the control rod ,of the highest worth fully 
withdrawn.  

Thermal hydraulic design of the core establishes 
actuation Jlimits for the devices of the nuclear 

-safety systems so that no fuel damage occurs as a
to the inside of the reactor vessel bottom head. - result of abnormal transients and thermal limits 

I I •for use in evaluating the safety margin relating the 
2.2.3 System Features and Interfaces, consequences of a fuel barrier failureto public 

,,safety. The design also ensures that the nuclear 

A short discussion of system features, and system is stable and exhibits no inherent tendency 

interfaces this system has with other plant systems toward divergent or limit cycle oscillations which 

is given in the paragraphs that follow. - , could compromise the integrity_ of the fuel or 
nuclear system process barrier.

2.2.3.1 Fuel Design Considerations 

The fuiel assembly is designed to ensure, in 
conjunction with core nuclear characteristics, the 
-core thermal and hydriulic characteristics, and the

2.2.3.2 Control Rod Design Considerations 

Control rod design provides for a sufficiently 
rapid control rod insertion so that no fuel damage 
results from any abnormal operating transient.
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Control rod design includes positioning devices 
(drive mechanisms), each of which individually 
supports and positions a control rod; prevents its 
control rod from withdrawing as a result of a 
single malfunction; is individually operated so 
that a failure in one positioning device does not 
affect the operation of any other positioning 
device; is individually controlled when rapid 
control rod insertion (scram) is signaled so that 
failure of power sources external to the 
positioning device does not prevent the control 
rods from being inserted; and is locked to its 
control rod to prevent undesirable separation.  

11 

The control rods are designed so that they have 
sufficient mechanical strength- to prevent 
displacement of their ieactivity control material.  

The control rods exhibit *sufficient strength and 
are designed to prevent deformation that could 
inhibit their motion.  

2.2.3.3 Fuel Assembly Orientation 

The fuel assembly must be oriented properly 
(Figure 2.2-17) in each fuel cell to ensure proper 
fuel bundle power distribution is achieved as a 
result of the enrichment loadings. Fuel assembly 
orientation can be verified in five ways: the 
channel fasteners, located'at one comer of each 
fuel assembly, should be adjacent to the center of 
the fuel cell; the identification lug on the fuel 
assembly handle should point toward the center of 
the fuel cell and control rod; the channel spacer 
buttons should be adjacent to the control rod 
passage area and face one another; the assembly 
identification numbers located on the fuel 
assembly handles, should all be readable from the 
direction of the center of the fuel cell; and cell-to
cell duplication formed by bail handle geometric 
(square) pattern should occur throughout the core.  

2.2.4.4 Bottom Entry Control Rods

Bottom entry control rods are used for several 
reasons. Less time is required durifig refueling 
outages to remove and reinstall the reactor vessel 
head since control rod drives are not a factor as 
they are in PWR refueling operations. Control 
rods remain operable when the reactor vessel head 
is removed. Internal moisture removal and steam 
separation can be more easily accomplished 
without interference from any top mounted 
control rods." In a BWR, there is a large 
percentagoe of voids in the upper part of the core 
which significantly reduces the power in this area 
and, if control rods entered from the top of the 
core, those rods, which are partially inserted, 
would severely depress the flux in the upper part 
of the core. The control rods are also used for 
axial power shaping by leaving some of them 
partially inserted in the lower portion of the core 
which helps to control flux peaking in local areas 
of the core, and yields an optimum fuel burnup.  
Bottom entry control rods allow maximum use of 
water as a neutron shield for control rod drive 
mechanism components.  

2.2.3.4 Control Rod Lifetime 

All control rod materials were chosen on the basis 
of their properties in a reactor environment; 
however, there are several characteristics which 
determine- control rod lifetime. Operational 
lifetime deals with the loss of reactivity because 
of the burnup 5B0 ° from ,neutron absorption.  
Control rods are' typically replaced when dep'letion 
results in a 10% loss of control rod worth of any 
axial section of the blade, and/or any blade that is 
expected to reach a 5B'0 depletion greater than 
34% averaged over the upper one fourth of the 
blade, during a fuel cycle.  

Mechanical lifetime was initially believed to be 
limited by the helium gas pressure buildup. This 
occurs when the internal helium pressure buildup 
causes stresses in any absorber tube of the control 
rod to reach the most restrictive design limit of
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6565 psig, or after approximately 15 years of full Advanced Long Life Control Rod 
power operation.

-Hot cell examinations, of both foreign and 
* domestic blades haverevealed cracks near the 
upper end of the stainless steel tubing and a loss 
of boron from the, tubes. Observed crack size 
ranged from a quarter to a half inch in length and 
from one to two mils in width. GE has postulated 
that the cracking is due to stress corrosion induced 

Sby solidification of boron carbide (B4C) particles 
and swelling of the compacted B4C as helium and 
lithium concentrations grow. As a result of these 

-. test the absorber tubes have been strengthened and 
S gas pressure buildup is no longer a concern.  

2.2.3.5 Control Rod Differences 

-The control rod design, using boron carbide B4C 
compacted in stainless steel tubes, was introduced 
into service in the Dresden 1 BWR power reactor 
in-April 1961.  

Since that date, this design had been the standard 
reference control rod until the introduction of the 

-Hybrid 1 Control Rod (Figure 2.2-18).  

This control rod is designed to eliminate absorber 
tube cracking over design lifetime and to extend 
the overall design lifetime. The-blade is of the 
same configuration as the standard blade, except 
.that the three outer B4C pins'in each wing have 
been replaced with solid hafnium ,rods. - These 
constitute the highest .exposure' region of the 
blade, and hafnium's extended -lifetime with, 

--freedom from cracking and leaching provides for 
an -extension in the overall blade lifetime. In 
addition, hafnium extends the nuclear lifetime due 
to the chain of its isotopes (Hf"' + n -> Hf'78, + n 
-> Hf179, -> n Hf-80) each-with a high thermal 
-neutron absorption 'cross section. The B4C 
absorber tube material has been upgraded to a 
higher purity, fine grained material which 
eliminates cracking during the life of the tube.

The advanced long life control rod design is the 
same configuration as the hybrid design except 
that the top 6 inches of the inside 18 B4C absorber 
tubes in each wing have been replaced with a solid 
hafnium plate. These blades have an even longer 
lifetime due to the larger percentage of hafnium in 
the highest duty region of the blade." With the 
addition of more hafnium, the velocity limiter was 
redesigned to maintain of -reduce the overall 
weight of the control rod. ;The velocity limiter 
cast stainless steel design was replaced with a 

.welded construction, reducing -the amount of 
stainless steel in the lower section of the control 
rod.  

Marathon Blade 

The marathon blade(2.2-19) is a control rod that is 
designed for complete flexibility .in location of 
boron and hafnium. These blades can be tailor 
made for individual needs.-',, 

Each of the four, sections or'wings contain 17 
square lobed absorber tubes made of high Purity 
stabilized 304 stainless steel, a steel developed by 
General Electric to provide ,high resistance to 
Irradiation-Assisted Stress Corrosion Cracking 

.(IASCC). Each absorber tube has four lobes 
,which allow the tubes to be welded together 
lengthwise to form an annulus between the tubes 
which is filled with helium. These wings are then 
welded to a center tie rod to form the cruciform 
member of the control rod. This type of blade 
does not use a sheath.  

- The absorber tubes are hollow tubes which are 
,-ýloaded with various combinations of empty 

capsules,B4C capsule and hafnium capsules. The 
.various combinations are used to achieve -the 
desired reactivity worth and intended application.  

, In addition, empty capsules may be used in the
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absorber tubes to provide a plenum for helium 
released during B4C burnup. The Marathon 
blades are expected to last over three times longer 
than the previous blades. Also, the pin and roller 
materials have been replaced by different 
materials so as to eliminate the cobalt in the 
standard Stellite/Haynes 25 materials.  

2.2.3.6 Zirconium Alloys 

Alloys of zirconium are used for many fuel 
assembly components because of the low neutron 
absorption cross section of zirconium. Thus, use 
of zirconium alloys for these components aids in 
increasing neutron economy within -the core 
region. The alloys of zirconium used are 
Zircaloy-2 and Zircaloy-4. Zircaloy-2 was 
selected for the fuel rod claddingý material because 
of its excellent heat transfer properties. A 
disadvantage of Zircaloy-2 is its relatively high 
susceptibility to hydriding.  

For this reason Zircaloy-4 was selected for use in 
the remaining zirconium alloy fuel assembly 
components where resistance to hydriding is a 
greater concern than heat transfer properties.  

2.2.3.7 Zirconium Hydriding 

As mentioned earlier in this chapter, hydriding of 
the Zircaloy cladding is detrimental to the 
structural integrity of the fuel rod., Hydriding 
occurs internally within the fuel rod when free 
hydrogen (H2) combines chemically with the 
zirconium in the cladding material to form a 
compound, zirconium hydride (ZrH,).  

The free hydrogen comes from contaminants 
within' the fuel 'rod, incurred, during the 
maniifacturing process, that are rich in hydrogen.  
Water is the primary contaminant. When water is 
placed in a high radiation field, some of it will 
break down into its primary components, 
hydrogen and oxygen. This process is called

radiolytic decomposition.  

This free hydrogen combines with the zirconium 
on the inside wall of the fuel rod and starts to 
form a small hydride blister. The hydriding will 
continue as 16ng'as there is available hydrogen 
and the blister will propagate through the cladding 
wall. When this occurs, the fuel rod fails' and a 
perforation through the cladding cylinder of the 
fuel rod appears, allowing fission products to 
escape into 'reactor coolant and allowing, the 
coolant into the fuel rod.  

The helium backfill and hot out-gassing technique 
implemented during the manufacturing of the fuel 
rod is very effective in eliminating moisture 
(water) in the fuel rod. Additionally, the 
hydrogen getter in the top of the fuel rod is added 
insurance- that any moisture or hydrogenous 
material which might be left in the fuel rod will be 
eliminated. The getter material is made of 
Hipalloy, an alloy of zirconium, titanium, and 
nickel. Hipalloy is a bulk getter; that is, the 
reaction with water, C0 2, or hydrogenous material 
takes place throughout the getter material and not 
just on the surface. It is at least one hundred times 
more reactive with hydrogenous materials than the 
Zircaloy-2 cladding material.  

The Hipalloy. is fabricated into small chips and 
loosely packed in a small stainless steel tube 
located within the plenum volume. The ends of 
the tube are covered by stainless steel screens that 
prevent the Hipalloy chips from escaping from the 
tube, while allowing free flow of gases into the 
tube. The getter tube contains approximately 4 to 
5 grams of Hipalloy chips that is sufficient to 
remove any contaminants that might remain in the 
fuel rod after manufacturing and are released 
during power operation. Because of the inception 
of the hot outgassing technique and the addition of 
the hydrogen getter, since 1971 there have been 
no observed failures of fuel rods as a result of 
hydriding.
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2.2.3.8 Pellet Cladding Interaction Fuel 
Failures 

Fuel rods may fail during power operation when 
there is excessive localized cladding strain caused 
by differential thermal expansion between the fuel 
pellet and cladding. This type of fuel failure is 
evidenced by longitudinal cracks in the cladding 
adjacent to the fuel pellet interface. The pellet 
clad interaction (PCI) failure mechanism results 
primarily when a fuel pellet expands at a greater 
rate than the cladding during rapid pellet power 
increases, resulting in contact with the inner 
cladding surface and producing an internal force 
which deforms (or strains) the fuel cladding.  

Some segments of the cladding may also exhibit 
less ductility (more brittleness) with increased 
exposure to radiation in the reactor core. This 
combination of rapid pellet growth and decreased 
clad ductility can result in a PCI failure.  
PCI failures are reduced significantly with proper 
preconditioning (holding steady power for a long 
period of time) and slow power increases to allow 
pellets and fuel cladding to expand uniformly, 
thus minimizing PCI induced cladding strain.  

2.2.4 System Interfaces 

The operation of the reactor fuel is related 
either directly or indirectly to almost all of the 
reactor plant systems. Some of the systems which 
relate the most directly with the Fuel and Control 
Rods System are discussed in the paragraphs that 
follow.  

Reactor Vessel System (Section 2.1) 

The Reactor Vessel System houses the reactor 
core, supports and aligns the fuel, and provides 
the water circulation flow paths to distribute 
coolant to the fuel.

Control Rod Drive System (Section 2.3) 

The Control Rod .Drive System -provides the 

means by which the control rods are positioned 
within the reactor core. , 

Fuel Transfer System (Section 12.2) 

The Fuel Transfer System transfers fuel 
assemblies, cofitrol rod blades, and other small 
irradiated items from the reactor building transfer 
pQol to' the fuel ,building transfer pool, and 
transfers new fuel from the fuel building to' the 
reactor building.  

Refueling and Vessel Servicing System 
(Section 12.3) 

The Refueling and Vessel Servicing System 
provides the facilities and equipment for handling 
and storing new and spent fuel, for refueling the 
vessel, and for servicing internal components of 
the reactor vessel.  

2.2.5 BWR Differences 

More than 30 production fuel types have been 
designed, manufactured and operated in BWRs.  
These have generally been of the 7 x 7 or 8 x 8 
fuel types. There has been additional General 
Electric fuel design evolutions which are listed on 
Table 2.2-1.  

2.2.6 Summary 

Classification - Safety related system 

Purpose - The fuel generates energy from a 
nuclear fission reaction to provide heat for steam 
generation. The control rods control reactor 

power level, control axial and radial power 
(neutron flux) distribution to optimize core 
performance, and provide adequate excess
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negative reactivity to shut down the reactor from 
any normal operating or accident condition at the 
most reactive time in core life.  

Components - The components of the fuel are: 
lower tie plate, upper tie plate, tie rods, standard 
rods, water rods, fuel spacers, fuel channel, and 
fuel pellets. The components of the control rod 
are: upper end casting, center post, lower end 
casting, absorber rods,, blade, sheath, velocity 
limiter, coupling device, and alignment rollers.  
System Interfaces - Reactor Vessel System; CRD 
System; Fuel Transfer System; Refueling and 
Vessel Servicing System
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[rroduct Line GEII GE2 GE3 GE4 GE5 GE6 GE7 GE8 GE9 GE10 G O12 G- I-I 

Rod Array 6x6 7x7 7x7 8x8 8x8 8x8 8x8 8x8 8x8 8x8 9x9 1OxlO 9x9 

Cladding Type SS Zr-2 Zr-2 Zr-2 Zr-2 Zr-2 Zr-2 Zr-2 Zr-2 Zr-2 Zr-2 Zr-2 Zr-2 

Year Introduced 1968 1973 1974 1977 1979 1983 1986 1988 1989 1989 1991 1991 

Max Active Fuel Length 144" 145" 148" 150" 150" 150" 150" 150" 150" 150" 150" 146" or 
150" 

Peak Exposure (GWD/MT) 44 44 46 50 50 60 60 70 70 60 or 70 

Chamfered Pellet No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Number of Water Rods None None 1 2 2 2 2 or 4 1 Large I Large 2 Large 2 Large 2 Large 

Rod He Pressure I atm. I atm. I atm. I atm. 3 atm. 3 atm. 5 atm. 5 atm. 5 atm. 10 atm. 10 atm. 10 atm.  

Axial Gd. Zones No No No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Axial U-235 Enrichment No No No No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Interactive Channel No No No No No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Part Length Rods No No No No No No No No No Yes Yes Yes 

Anti-Debris Lower Tie Plate No No No No No No No No No Yes Yes Yes 

Expanded/Offset Lattice No No No No No No No No Yes Yes Yes Yes 

Ferrule Spacer No No No No No No No Yes Yes Yes No Yes 

Table 2.2-1 Fuel Design Evolution 

S• d A'5n- I_
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Figure 2.2-12 Lower Tie Plate Debris Catcher
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2.3 CONTROL ROD DRIVE SYSTEM 

-Learning Objectives: 

J1. State the systems purpose.  
2. Explain how the system accomplishes its 

purposes.  
-3. Place major, system components in flow path 

order and explain the purpose of each.  
a. CRD pumps 
b. Reactor recirc pump seal water line 
c. Charging water line and accumulators 
d.: Flow control valves and flow sensor 
e. Drive water line and directional control 

valves, -.  

If. Cooling water line and drive/cooling 
- water pressure control station 

g. Stabilizing valves 
4. Describe the basic flow paths within the 

",system., 
5.- Discuss the coupling of the CRDM to the 

:? , control rod. r I 
6. Describe the rod position information system 

sensor arrangement.  
7. Explain how .this system interfaces with the 

following system or components.  
a. Condensate and feedwater 
b. Service and instrument air 

r -, c.- Control rods, 

d. Reactor manual control 
e. Reactor protection 
f. Recirculation system 
g. Reactor water cleanup 
h. StandbyC AC 

2.3.1 Introduction

The purposes of the Control Rod 
are:

I - -

E.' To make changes in core reactivity by 
positioning control rods in response to the 
Reactor Manual Control System (RMCS) 
signals. " 

2. To rapidly insert all control rods to shutdown 
. the reactor in response to the Reactor Protec

_,tion System (RPS) signals. 

The functional classification of the CRD System 
is that of a safety related system because of the 
automatic shutdown (scram) capability. Portions 
of the.CRD System not related to the scram 
function are functionally classified as power 
generation equipment.  

2.3.2 System Description 

The Control Rod Drive (CRD) System consists 
of CRD hydraulics and CRD mechanisms to 
position the control rods.  

The basic CRD system is illustrated in Figure 
2.3-1. Water is normally taken from the 
condenser hotwell reject line or alternately from 
the condensate storage tank and is increased in 
pressure by the CRD pumps: One of the pumps 
is in operation while the other pump is main
,tained in standby. A portion of the ,pump 
discharge flow is diverted through a minimum 
flow bypass line :to ensure pump cooling. A 
flow control station, downstream of the pumps, 
maintains a constant system flow and establishes 
the-pressure for charging the scram accumula
tors.  

A drive\cooling water pressure control station,
- controlled from the control room; is used to 

DriveSystem establishthe -pressure for normal CRD move
ment. !Normal -flow in the system, with no rod 
movement, is used to cool the CRD mechanisms.  
Additionally, the CRD system provides cooling 
water to the Recirculation System pump seals and

USNRC Technical Training Center 2.3.1 Rev. IflYI
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initially to the Reactor Water Cleanup System 
pump seals.  

Provisions for inserting, withdrawing, and 
scramming of each CRD mechanism is 
accomplished with the use of individual hydraulic 
control units (HCU's) figure 2.3-2. Each HCU 
consists of directional control valves, scram 
valves,, and a scram , accumulator. These 
accomplish normal or emergency rod movement 
as determined by the Reactor Manual Control 
System or the Reactor Protection System, 
respectively.  

2.3.3 Component Description 

The major components of the CRD System are 
discussed in the paragraphs which follow and 
illustrated in Figure 2.3-1.  

2.3.3.1 Water Source 

The normal water supply to the CRD system is 
taken from the Condensate System demineralizer 
effluent, or more commonly called the hot well 
reject line. By using' the effluent from the 
condensate filter/demineralizers a high quality, 
low oxygen content water can be used to mini
mize the problems of intergranular stress cor
rosion cracking of the CRD mechanism collet 
housing . When the Condensate and Feedwater 
System is shutdown, an alternate supply of water 
is provided by the condensate storage tank.  

Suction Strainers 

Suction strainers prevent large particles from 
reaching the suction filters: They are replaceable 
cartridge Y type strainers having local dP 
indication.

Suction Filters 

Suction filters are provided at the inlet to each 
CRD pump. The filters remove foreign 
particulates, such as rust and scale, prior to usage 
by the CRD pumps. Removing foreign 
particulates prior to pump usage protects the 
pump seals, impellers, and other pump internals 
from excessive wear and damage.  

Suction Bypass Strainer 

The bypass strainer is not normally valved in and 
is used when the normal suction paths are not 
available. The bypass strainer protects the pumps 
from particles when the suction filters are 
isolated. It is a replaceable cartridge Y type 
strainer.  

Differential pressure instrumentation monitors the 
condition of the strainers and filters and alarma in 
the control room if the dp becomes too high, 
approx. 8 psid.  

2.3.3.2 CRD Pumps and Related 
Components 

The CRD System utilizes two fully redundant, 
motor driven, ten stage,horizontal centrifugal 
pumps, each with a capacity of approximately 
200 gpm.  

One pump is normally in service at a time, 
providing approximately 47 gpm flow rate. The 
remaining pump is in standby status.  

RBCLCW is supplied to the CRD pump speed 
increaser gear oil cooler and the pump bearing 
coolers.  

The CRD pumps have manually operated suction 
isolation gate valves which are normally open to
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permit an easy switch to the standby pump by the 
operator. -.The .CRD pump manually operated 
discharge stop check yalves are normally open 
and, prevent reverse flow in the idle pump. The 
seals of the two CRD pumps are connected by a 
positive pressure seal line through a normally 
open, manually operated, gate valve. This 
allows the operating pump to, supply a positive 

- pressure on the seals, of the idle pump thus 
preventing air ,rom entering the system via the 

, seals of the standby pump.  

A small ,minimum flow line is provided 
downstream of each CRD pump and just 
upstream of the discharge stop check valve. The 
minimum flow line valves are stop check valves 
to prevent backflow through the idle pump and 
are normally locked open. Restricting orifices 
control a continuous flow of 20 gpm to the 
condensate storage tanks from the running CRD 
pump.The 20 gpm is sufficient to prevent pump 
damage if the system flow is inadvertently 
stopped.  

The pumps will trip on low suction pressure of 
5", vacuum. ,Normal suction pressure is 
approximately 5#. The suction piping is protected 
from overpressure by suction relief valves which 
open at 5 psig to clean radwaste (CRW).

CRD system. The filters are redundant, with one 
filter normally in service at a time. The condition 
of the filters is monitored by differential pressure 
indicating switches which alarm at a high 
pressure of approx; 18 -20 psid. In the scram 
mode -this alarm will be activated due to the 
increased flow in the system.  

Drive Water -Strainers 

Dive water strainers downstream of the filters 
protect the system should a filter cartridge fail.  

2.3.3.4 Reactor- Recirculation Pump 
Purge and RWCU Supply 

The Recirculation System pump seals (Section 
2.4) are supplied with cool, clean water from the 
CRD system to minimize the possibility of seal 
damage by foreign material. A flow of approxi
mately 4,gpm is routed fromdownstream of the 
drive water filters to each pump. Each pump has 
its own supply line which consists of a restricting 
orifice,flow indicator, flow regulator and relief 

- valve. .. - . ..  

The RWCU pumps (Section 2.7) are supplied 
with cool water from the CRD system to 
'minimize seal failure on initial starting of the 
RWCU system.

The pump motors receive power from the 4160 - - -. .  

Volt Emergency AC Power System. - A continous flow of approx. 1-2 liters per minute 
- - -Pup A m Bs is sent to the reactor water sample station for 

-Pump A from Bus 101 -- analysis of water quality. .  
-• , - Pump B ,from Bus 102 -. .' o ,

- 2.3.3.5 Flow Control :Station
2.3.3.3,, Drive Water Filters and 

Strainers - --,-The-flow control ,station consists of a-flow 
- element, transmitter, flow controller, and two air 

Two drive water filters are installed in parallel , , operated flow control ,valves., Only one of the 
downstream of the CRD pumps to remove rust: ,--two FCV's are in service at a time. The venturi 

--scale and other particulate prior to usage by the flow element measures a differential pressure,
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which is transmitted in the form of a hydraulic 
pressure differential to the locally mounted flow 
transmitter.  

The flow transmitter then converts the hydraulic 
signal to an electrical signal; The electrical signal 
is transmitted to the flow controller and to a flow 
indicator in the control room. The flow controller 
is a direct reading instrument with an adjustable 
setpoint. It can be operated in one of two modes, 
automatic or manual. In automatic it transmits an 
error signal if the flow deviates from the setpoint 
(nominally 47 gpm). This error signal is in the 
form of an electrical signal transmitted to an 
electro/pneumatic (I/P) converter serving both 
flow control valves. The pneumatic signal from 
the I/P converter is sent to the desired/selected 
FCV. The desired FCV is lined up for opera
tion(selected) by valving in the isolation valves 
and positioning a 3 way air valve for remote 
operation. Each FCV has a 3 way valve in the air 
supply from the I/P convertor to the FCV. The 3 
way valve may be positioned for: 

1. Operation from the flow controller(remote 
auto or manual) or 

2. To a local manual loading valve for local 
control or 

3. To neither for when in standby operation.  

This air signal adjusts the valve operator, which 
is connected to the valve thus controlling system 
flow.Therefore the flow control valve,when in 
remote auto, reacts to the flow deviation sensed 
by the flow element and makes the necessary 
adjustments in flow to maintain a constant flow 
from the CRD pump. By maintaining a constant 
flow, a constant pressure in the drive water 
header can also be maintained. Maintairiing a 
constant drive pressure yields a constant drive 
speed. In the manual mode the operator controls 
the output signal.

The flow- control valve may be operated 
automatically by the controller, as described 
above, or manually by the control room 
operator. Manual operation can be accomplished 
by adjusting the 'manual adjustment kn6b on the 
flow controller to achieve the desired flow.  

Because the charging header connection is 
downstream of 'the flow element, water supplied 
to the charging header during scram and/or 
accumulator charging, will create a high flow 
signal causing the flow control valve to 
automatically close and divert most of the pump 
discharge to the'charging water header.  

2.3.3.6 Drive/Cooling Water Pressure 
Control Station 

The drive/cooling water pressure control station 
consists of a manually adjusted motor operated 
valve, two sets of stabilizing valves, and a 
manual bypass valve.  

The manually adjusted motor operated valve, or 
more commonly called the drive water pressure 
control valve, is adjusted from the control room 
to produce a drive water pressure of approxi
mately 260 psi above reactor pressure. The water 
that passes through the drive water pressure 
control valve and the stabilizing valves, called 
cooling water, is piped to the 137 hydraulic 
control units and then to the control rod drive 
mechanisms. Once the drive water pressure 
control valve is adjusted during system startup to 
yield proper drive water header pressure, the 
valve should require no further adjustment and 
very little supervision.  

Duplicate stabilizing valve assemblies are 
installed in parallel, with each assembly consist
ing of two solenoid operated valves with integral
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hand adjusted flow control devices. One of the 
z two assemblies is in operation and connected to 

the system while the other remains in standby.  
-Selection of the operational assembly is made 
from -thecontrol room via a pushbutton switch, 
after valving the desired set into service. The 

-selected set is controlled by the Reactor Manual 
-Control System, RMCS (Section 7.1).  

Both solenoid valves in the operating assembly 
are energized and open,'so that the flow through 
these valves bypasses the drive water pressure 
control valve. The flow through both stabilizing 
valves is indicated locally by a flow indicator.  
Flow control devices integral with each valve are 
manually -set to correspond -with the flow 
required for movement of a control rod. The flow 

,through the insert stabilizing valve is set to 
correspond with - the flow required for control 
rod insertion (approximately 4 gpm); -the flow 
through the withdraw stabilizing valve is set to 
correspond with the flow required for withdrawal 
(approximately 2 gpm).Thus total flow is 6 gpm 
through both valves with no rod-movement.  

,.Flow through the stabilizing yalves is measured 
by a flow, element with local readout.  

The solenoid valves are interconnected with the 
RMCS so that the insert valve is de-energized 
and closed whenever an insert signal is given to 
any control rod; and the withdraw.valve is de
energized and closed whenever a withdraw 

- signal is given.-The flow through the solenoid 
-valves, therefore, -compensates for the iflow 

through the drive water header. Since the flow 
through the drive water pressure control valve ih 
essentially constant, a stable -pressure is 
maintained in the drive water header, during 

-- control rod -movement: thus maintaining a 
constant rod speed. ,.

A manual control valve installed in parallel with 
the motor operated drive water pressure control 

-- valve permits isolation and maintenance of the 
-- motor-operated' valve and - its controller.  

Differential -pressure between the drive water 
header and the reactor is continuously monitored 

-by a differential pressure transmitter. The 
transmitter transmits a signal to a local differential 
pressure indicator and to a differential pressure 
indicator on the reactor control panel.  

-Flow through the drive water header is monitored 
by a flow element and transmitter. -The transmit
ter converts the hydraulic flow signal from the 
flow element to an electrical signal. This signal 
is transmitted to a flow indicator on the reactor 

- control panel and to, a local flow indicator.  
Pressure in the drive water header may be read 

I locally at a local pressure indicator. " 

2.3.3.7 Charging Water Header, 

The charging water header takes water from the 
main water header between the flow element and 

I the flow control valves and distributes this water 
to the water side of the scram accumulators on 
each of the 137 hydraulic control units. The !137 

- scram accumulators . normally "float" at the 
discharge ,pressure- of the CRD pumps, 
'approximately 1400, pig. -The charging water 

- pressure is independent of reactor pressure, but 
varies with the status of the scram accumulators 

I during and after a reactor scram. During a scram 
condition -the scram.accumulators are used to 
-supply the initial motive force to push the control 
rod into the core. The resulting pressure decrease 

>:in the charging water header causes the. CRD 
,;',pump to establish maximum flow- conditions.  

-:The flow :sensing element. upstream -of the 
charging water header detects the high flow and 

- closes the flow control valve establishing maxi
mum flow through the charging water header.
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A restricting orifice, comprised of several orifices 
connected in series, limits the flow in the 
charging water header during the scram 
conditions to approximately 155 gpm. A man
ually operated throttle valve, supplements the 
orifices for the required pressure drop if needed.  
This feature coupled with the automatically 
closing of the FCV protects the CRD pump from 
runout. Total pump flow would be approx. 183 
gpm (155 gpm to the charging header, 8 gpm to 
the recirc seals and 20 gpm minimum flow).  
Note, flow rate to the charging header is 
dependent on reactor pressure.  

Charging water header pressure is monitored by 
a pressure transmitter and a pressure switch. The 
PT sends a signal to the control room for display 
and the PS is set to alarm in the control on a low 
pressure of 1300#. Pressure is also limited to a 
maximum of 15 10#. This is to prevent damage 
to the mechanism on single rod scrams as header 
pressure will not decrease as on full scrams.  

2.3.3.8 Exhaust Water Header 

The exhaust water header provides a flow path 
for the return water eipelled from the control 
rod drive mechanism durifig movement of a 
CRDM. Refer to section 2.3.4.1, normal drive 
movement, for discussion on exhaust water flow 
during and after rod movement.  

During a scram water is discharged from the 
CRDM through the scram outlet valve to the 
"scram discharge volume, which. is initially at 
atmospheric pressure.' At this time a high 

"differential pressure exists between the exhaust 
water header and the scram discharge header 
causing the- 121 directional control. valves to 
unseat which depressibrizes the exhaust header to 
a value substantially below the drive water header 
pressure. Subsequently on initial rod movement

there would be a large differential pressure across 
the drive piston and the CRDM would operate at 
greater than normal pressure differential across 
the graphitar seals.To prevent this two pressure 
equalizing ielief valves set to open at 75 psid and 
85 psid facilitate the rapid repressurization of the 
exhaust water header to reactor vessel pressure 
which aids' the operation of the CRDM's at 
normal differential pressures.  

2.3.3.9 Hydraulic Control Units 

There are 137 hydraulic control units (HCU's), 
one for each control rod drive mechanism, 
located in the reactor building and are divided 
into approximately two equal sets on both sides 
of the drywell. Each HCU, Figure 2.3-2, 
contains the hydraulic, electrical, and pneumatic 
equipment necessary to perform three specific 
functions: 

1. Store energy (accumulators) and contain the 
valving necessary (scram inlet and outlet 
valves) to permit the control rod to scram.  

2. Contain the valving necessary for normal 
control rod' movement (solenoid operated 
directional control valves).  

3. Provide a cooling water flow Oath to the 
control' rod drive mechanism.  

Directional- Control Valves 

The purpose of the directional control valves is to 
direct drive and exhaust water for control rod 
movement. The directional control valves are 
solenoid operated valves that open and:close 
upon command from the Reactor Manual Control 
System (RMCS, Section 7.1), at the proper 
sequencing, and duration, needed to accomplish 
normal control rod movement.
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Scram Valves 

The purpose of the scram valves is to control the 
flow-of water necessary forrapid control rod 
insertion. The scram inlet and scram outlet valves, 
are held in the lclosed position during reactor 
operation, by scram air header pressurebeing 

-,applied to the tops of their actuator diaphragms.  
The scram -valves open by removing the air• 

, pressure and allowing spring force topush the 
-valve open. Control of the air, supplied to the 

--scram valves,.is accomplished with the use of 
-scram solenoid valves. The 120 volt AC scram 
solenoid valves are maintained in a-normally 
energized state and are controlled by the Reactor 
Protection. System (RPS, Section, 7.3).Scram I 
valve-position indication is'provided -by limit 
switches mounted on each valve.  

:,When both scram, valves open, the position 
switches illuminate a blue scram light, associated
with that rod on the full core display in the main 
control room.

- Scram Accumulator

of the-HCU's, reference Figure 2.3-3. When 
-charging water'is admitted to the top of the 
-scram accumulator the piston is forced down, 
-compressing the nitrogen gas. With the nitrogen 
,gas compressed to about 1100, psig it nowwill 
serve as a source of stored energy.- The CRD 
pumps maintain 'the scram accumulators 
pressurized, via the charging water line-and a 
check valve. The check valve in' the charging 

.ýwater line retains the :water 'in thev-scram 
accumulator for a limited time in the event 
supply pressure fails, and prevents backflow 

•,from 'the scram,'accumulator into the charging 
water header. Upon initiation of a scram; the 

- scram inlet and outlet -valves open and charging 
-water pressure (1400 psig) is admitted -. through 
the insert line to the under-piston area of the 
control rod drive mechanism. The water side of 
the accumulator contains - twice the needed 
amount of water to scram a control rod. -

To protect against the, inability: of the scram 
-accumulator to -perform its intended function, an 
audible and visual alarm ý (Accumulator Trouble) 
is actuated in the main control room. -In addition
an orange lamp on the full core display is 

The scram accumulator is a piston type water --,illuminated for the respective accumulator. If 

accumulator pressurized with nitrogen., Each nitrogen gas pressure decreases-to 940 psig, or 

scram accumulator provides an -independent water enters the nitrogen side of the piston(60cc), 

-source of stored energy to rapidly insert its the alarm will, actuate. -To , determine which 
associated control rod should the need arise.'The -,.parameter caused the alarm, an operator must be 

I accumulators and their associated instrumentation dispatched *to the accumulator status panel in the 
occupy the lower portion of the HCU. reactor building. A rupture disc in the instrument 

block set at 2000# protects the accumulator from 
The piston located inside the scram accumulator - overpressure.. 
forms a barrier, with the aid of two teflon seals 
and one rubber o-ring, between the nitrogen gas- 2.3.3.10 Scram ,Discharge Volume -, 

and the'water. With-the accumulator in the .- , -- ' .  

discharged. condition, the -nitrogen side is The scram discharge volume (Figures 2.3-1&4) 
pressurized to approximately 585 psig, termed consists of header piping which is connected to 
"precharge pressure.The precharge. pressure is the hydraulic control units and drains into two 
dependent on ambient temperature in the vicinity independent, redundant instrument volumes, one
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on each side of the drywell in'the reactor 
building. The purpose 'of the scram discharge 
volume is to receive and- contain the. exhaust 
water from all the control rod drive mechanisms 
during a reactor scram, thereby limiting the loss 
of water from the reactor vessel. The scram 
discharge volume is sized to receive and contain 
approximately twice the volume of water 
discharged by the control rod drive mechanisms 
during'a scram, not including the volume of the 
instrument volumes.  

During normal operation, the scram discharge 
volume is empty (drained) and -vented to 
atmosphere. The vent, from each instrument 
volume are piped together and routed to a funnel 
drain via two air operated valves and a vaccuum 
breaker. The funnel drains to the Reactor 
Building Equipment Drain Tank (RBEDT). The 
vacuum breaker opens at 5" differential pressure.  
The drain line from each instrument volume are 
also piped together and routed "via two air 
operated valves to the RBEDT. The vent and 
drain valves are held open against' spring 
pressure by scram pilot air header pressure. The 
scram pilot air header pressure to the vent and 
drain valves is controlled by 120VAC Solenoid 
operated Scram Dump'valves powered by the 
Reactor Protection System. The solenoids are 
normally energized. The vent and drain valves 
automatically close with spring pressure upon 
removal of the air pressure as during a scram 
condition. In the closed, position the volume is 
referred to as being isolated and will remain this 
way until the scram is reset. When the valves are 
open the volume is referred to as being vented.  
The volume can be manually isolated by 
depressing the appropriate pushbuttons in the 
control room. Each instrument- volume is 
equipped with six level instruments, two dP level 
transmitters and four level switches, to monitor 
for water accumulation.The first level switch is

provided to inform the control room operator that 
the volume is filling from leakage of the scram 
outlet valves. If water level in the instrument 
volume were to increase to about half(30.5"') of 
the total volume,a second level switch would 
actuate and send a rod withdraw block signal to 
the RMCS. Should the control room operator 
ignore these indications, and water was allowed 
to increase further(60"), the four remaining 
switches (two dP level transmitters and two level 
switches) would send a trip signal to the RPS.  
This is to ensure the discharge volume contains 
sufficient capacity. to accommodate the scram 
exhaust water thus allowing the control rods to 
fully insert. The two dP level transmitters from 
each instrument volume also provide level 
indication in units of % on panels 635 and 636 in 
the main control room.  

2.3.3.11 Control Rod Drive Mechanism 

The control, rod drive mechanism (CRDM) 
(Figure 2.3-5) is a double acting, mechanically 
latching, hydraulic cylinder assembly, utilizing 
reactor quality water as its operating fluid. The 
CRDM's are mounted on the integral hemispher
ical bottom head of the reactor vessel via the 
CRD housing flange. Placement of the drive 
mechanisms below the reactor vessel provides 
for maximum use of reactor vessel water as a 
shield for reducing the neutron exposure of. the 
drive components. Each control rod drive is 
directly coupled to its control rod by a coupling 
assembly. Movement of the CRDM is accom
plished by applying drive water to one side of a 
piston and exhausting the other side, causing rod 
movement due to the differential forces across 
the drive piston. The CRDM is capable of insert
ing or withdrawing a control rod at a slow con
trolled rate, as well as providing a rapid insertion 
in the event of an off-normal condition. A 
locking mechanism in the CRDM permits the
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control rod to be positioned at 6 inch increments 
of stroke, and to be~held in a set position for 
indefinite periods of time.  

The basic parts of a CRDM consist of an outer 
tube, an inner cylinder, a collet locking 
mechanism, and a position indicating probe.  
Discussion of the basic parts can be found in the 
paragraphs which-follow. Table 2.3-1 gives-, 

-. some specifications, on- a particular, model 
"CRDM. 

b -Outer Tube and-Inner Cylinder* 

The outer tube and inner cylinder are welded to a 
flange to form .-a single assembly. The flange 

-- provides the means for mounting the CRDM to 
the CRD housing flange and connecting external 
piping. The outer tube and inner cylinder are 

- tubular units joined atthe flange in such a way 
as to form an, annulus between the -two. The 

S-, lower and middle section of the annulus channel 
drive water to the upper section (more commonly, 
called the collet housing). - -'

Drilled passages in the flange route -the drive
- -water ,cooling water and charging water utilized 

by the CRDM(Figure 2.3-5&6). When the 
CRDM is stationary, cooling water enters 
-through .the insert line attached to the flange.  
Cooling water flows through a cooling water 
orifice .up between the thermal sleeve and outer 

- tube and up past the seals in the drive piston. The 
-cooling water flow, approximately .25-.34 gpmI 
per drivel, protects the various graphitar seals 
from becoming, brittle if exposed to high, 
temperatures. On rod insertion drive water enters 
and follows the same porting path as the cooling
water.On scram(rapid insertion) charging water 
from the accumuator -and CRD -pump initially 
follow this same path; :however when the 
pressure at-the inlet port becomes less than

reactor pressure on the other side .of the ball 
check the ball check shifts position and seals off 
the flow from the CRD system.At this time flow 

,is reversed between the outer tube and the 
thermal sleeve. Hot reactor water now flows 
from the reactor to below the drive piston via 8 
"drilled holes and into the insert port until rod 

Stravel stops and CRD pressure is again'greater 
* than reactor pressure.Thus the purpose of the 
thermal sleeve is to protect the CRD -housing 
from thermal fatigue due'to the shifting from cool 
water to hot water and back to cool water.  

The insert passages consist of two for a source of 
driving water, and one to direct the driving water 
"to the chamber below the drive piston.  

A ball check valve, located between the-two 
water supply passages, ensures ,normal drive 
"insert water is channeled to the bottom of the 
drive piston. The ball check valve also allows the 
reactor to supplya source of 'motive force to 

- scram the CRDM,,if normal scram pressure falls 
below reactor pressure. - - -

- The withdraw passages channel water to or from 
the annulus formed -by the outer .tube and inner 
,cylinder as'well as to the inside of the piston 
tube.  

Collet Assembly - -

The collet assembly consists of the collet piston, 
the collet spring,' the collet fingers, and a guide 

-cap. The collet assembly is located in the collet 
housing which is the upper annulus section 

-,between the outer tube and inner cylinder.  

The purpose of the collet assembly is to lockand 
hold the index tube at a selected position for an 
indefinite period of time. Six collet fingers, 
attached to a piston, engage the notches on the
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index tube. A guide cap, above the collet fingers, 
provides a fixed camming surface to guide the 
collet fingers upward and away from the index 
tube when unlocking pressure is applied under 
the collet piston.  

A preload is placed on the collet piston by the 
collet spring and must be overcome before the 
piston can be moved upward., Additionally, the 
weight of the control rod blade anid the moving 
parts of the CRDM, must be removed to allow 
the collet assembly to be moved out of the way 
for a rod withdraw.  

A brief insert signal is applied to move the index
tube upward to relieve the axial load on the collet 
fingers, camming them outward against the 
sloping, lower surface of an index tube locking 
notch. Immediately thereafter, withdraw pressure 
is applied. In addition to moving the index tube 
downward, this pressure is simultaneously 
applied to the bottom of the collet piston to 
overcome the spring pressure and cam the collet 
fingers outward against the guide cap. When the 
withdraw signal is removed, the spring pressure 
forces the collet piston assembly downward so 
that the collet fingers slil off the guide cap. As 
the index tube settles downward, the collet fin
gers snap into the next notch and lock.  

Unlocking is not required for CRDM insertion.  
The collet fingers are forced out of the locking 
notch as the index tube':moves- upward. The 
fingers grip the outside wall of the index tube and 
snap into the next lower locking notch for single 
notch insertion to hold the index tube in 
position. For scram insertion, the, index tube 
moves continuously to its limit of travel during 
which' the fingers rachet into and out of each 
locking notch as the index tube moves upward.

When scram pressure is removed, the index tube 
settles back from the limit of travel and locks to 
hold the control rod in the fully inserted position.  

Index Tube 

The index tube is a nitrided stainless' steel tube 
threaded at the top to accept the control rod 
coupling device (spud). The bottom of the index 
tube is threaded to the drive piston. The 
circumference of the index tube contains 25 
machined notches. Twenty-four of the twenty
five notches are spaced at equal intervals of 6 
inches.  

The uppermost surfaces of these notches are 
machined to engage the collet fingers, providing 
24 increments at which a control rod may be 
positioned, thus preventing inadvertent 
withdrawal of the rod from the core. The' lower 
surfaces of the locking notches are chamfered 
such that the collet fingers are forced outward 
during control rod insertion. The uppermost 
notch (fully withdrawn) on the index tube does 
not provide a locking surface but serves only as 
an indentation for the collet fingers when the 
control rod is withdrawn to the backseat position.  

When backseated, the control rod seats in the 
base of the control rod guide tube in the reactor 
vessel, and the index tube does not support the 
load. When the CRD is uncoupled from the 
control rod, the collet fingers cam outward, over 
the upper sloping' surface of this notch, and the 
index tube-withdraws a small additional distance 
until the drive piston reaches its lower end stop.  

Drive Piston 

The drive piston provides the required surface 
area to apply drive or scram water pressure to 
accomplish rod movement. The drive piston is
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threaded to the lower end of the index tube and 
is contained within the annular space between the 
inner cylinder -and piston tube. Travel of the, 
drive piston is limited by positive end stops on 
both ends, with an additional hydraulic cushion 
provided at the upper end by a series of buffer 
orifices in the piston tube.  

The effective area under the drive piston is 
greater than the effective area above the drive 
piston. This difference in piston areas provides
for an insert force greater than a withdraw force, 
under all operating conditions.  

Because of this difference in area, different flow 
rates for, insertion and withdrawal of the CRDM 

-, are required.• The -required flow rates are 
-,approximately 2 gpm for withdrawal.  

Embedded in the lower end of the drive piston is 
a permanent magnet used to trigger position.  
indicating reed switches that will be covered later 
in this chapter.,- ' 

Control Rod Coupling, Device (Spud) 

- The spud together with the lower end of the 
control rod- velocity limiter (Figure 2.3-7) 

'. provides, a positive means of connecting, the 
CRDM to the control-rod blade. jThe spud is 
cylindrical in -shape with 6 machined fingers at 
-the upper end. The spud is threaded to the upper

preventing the fingers from being pulled back 
out.  

Uncoupling of a CRDM from the control rod is 
-accomplished from above or below the core with 
the aid of special tools. The lock plug may be 
raised against spring force by the rod which 
extends up the center of the control rod to the 
unlocking handle. The control rod, with the lock 
plug raised, may then be lifted from the CRDM.  
The lock plug may also be raised to uncouple the 
CRDM from below -the: reactor vessel- To 
accomplish this, a special tool is attached to the 
bottom of the CRDM and used to raise the piston 
tube. This raises the uncoupling rod, lifting the 
lock plug so that the CRDM spud disengages 

,from the control rod coupling socket.  

,.The uncoupling rod is supported in the base of 
Jthe spud at the upper end of the CRDM by a 
conical enlargement of the rod. The-, rod ,is 
machined such that-a dimension of 1.271 inches 

;exists between the-top of the rod and the top end 
-of the spud.-This is, a critical dimension 'and 
Smust be maintained to ensure proper CRDM and 
control rod coupling. In addition to its function in 
.-uncoupling, the, uncoupling rod' positions the 

* controlrod -lock plug not only tomaintainthe 
spud locked in the socket, but also to hold the 
backseat valve of the coupling release handle in 
the, open ,position -when the control -rod is 
backseated (fully withdrawn position). For this

end of the .movable index tube. Coupling, the. ,,, reason, uncouplingrods cannot beinterchanged 
CRDM to the control rod blade is accomplished -unless this critical dimension is verified.  
by, inserting the spud into the female connection 
provided on the velocity limiter.-When the spud Piston Tube 
enters the female fitting,.a locking plug is forced- ..  

up and out of the way until the spud fingers are, The piston tube forms the innermost cylinder 
allowed to expand into the slots provided. Once , wall of the CRDM and performs four functions: 
the spud fingers have expanded, -the locking •.  
plug is pushed into the center of the fingers, 1.- Forms the drywell to reactorvessel pressure 

boundary for the position indicating probe.

G.E. Technology Systems Mlanual
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2. Channels water to or from the top of the drive 
piston.  

3. Provides a hydraulic buffer during control 
rod scram insertion.  

4. Supports the upper and lower limit drive 
piston stops.  

The piston tube is a welded unit consisting of 
two cylindrical sections and a stop piston.  

The outer cylindrical section is proV'ided with 
varying diameter orificei for passage' of water 
between the annular area formed by the piston 
tube and index tube and the annular area between 
the piston tubes two cylindrical sections.  

During rod withdrawal, water from the withdraw 
annuli is forced through these orifices to move 
the drive piston downward: During 'normal rod 
inserti6n or scram, the flow is 'reversed through 
these orifices. During'scram, when the rapid 
upward travel of the drive piston closes off the 
larger of these orifices, watei' is trapped between 
the top of the drive piston and the bottom of the 
stop:* piston. This water' is' forced out of the 
smaller orifices in- the piston tube, thereby 
creating a buffer action to, decrease the 'rate of 
travel of the drive piston as its upward movement 
closes off the orifices one at a time.  

The inner cylindrical'section is welded to the 
lower interior of the piston tube and extends 
upward through the length of the tube section, 
terminating in a water tight' cap near the upper 
end.  

The stop piston, threaded to the top of the outer 
"cylindrical section, provides a seal between 
'reactor vessel pressure" and thie' area above the 
drive piston. It also functions as a positive end 
stop' at the upper limit of the drive piston travel.

2.3.3.12 Position Indicating Probe 

The position indicating probe(Figure 2.3-8 ) 
consists of a' dry cylindrical tube sealed 'at the 
top, which' houses 53 positions indicating reed 
switches and' one thermocouple. The reed 
switches are activated by the magnet enclosed in 
the lower end of the drive piston. When the 
magnet encircles a reed switch, the switches 
close to provide digital rod position information 
in the control room and to the process computer.  
Even numbered readouts (from 00 to 48) are 
provided at each latched drive positi6n and odd 
numbered readouts (from 01 to 47) at the 
midpoints between latched positions. Indication 
is provided for each 3 inches of rod travel and 
whenever travel limits of the CRD ate reached.  
Table 2.3-2 indicates the, relationship' between 
CRD probe switches, CRD position, and display 
information.  

When a control rod is selected for movement, the 
position of the selected rod and up to three 
adjacent .(companion) rods are separately 
displayed on the reactor control panel,' together 
with the readings from the adjacent LPRM 
detectors. -Thus, the'operator is supplied with all 
the available information from the core volume 
adjacent to the selected rod. The control rods 
have been grouped into-exclusive groups of iods 
for this four rod display. However, not- all 
groups consist of four rods; on the edge of the 
core some groups consist of one, two, or three 
rods. When the operator selects a particiularrod 
by use of the -rod-select pushbutton module,' the 
position of that rod plus the others in its group is 
transmitted to the four-rod display. The display 
corresponding to the selected rod is identified by 
illumination of the SEL ROD indicator on one of 
the four displays.
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In addition each of the individual rod status The all rods full ýin signal is generated when 
displays •on the full core display of the reactor switch SOO is closed in all CRD -position 
control -panel contains the following: indicator probes. This signal is used in the refuel

:-ing interlock circuitry to permit fuel handling in 
'1. -A, white -indicating panel bearing the' the reactor .during refueling and. servicing 

numerical rod location corresponding to the operations: 
engraving on the rod-select pushbutton.

This panel is illuminated simultaneously with the 
,rod-select pushbutton and four rod display at any 
--time that the particular rod is selected for 
movement.  

2.- A red DRIFT indicating panel is energized by 
the- rod Idrift alarm circuit at any time the 
particular rod is not in an even numbered 

* position and is not ' selected and driving.  
Whenever this panel illuminates on any one 
rod status display, a simultaneous 'control 
room annunciation of ROD DRIFT occurs.  

3. An amber :ACCUM indicating panel is 
illuminated through RPS alarm circuitry by 
detection of low -gas,-pressure or water 
leakage in the scram accumulator associated 
with the control rod HCU.  

S4. A blue scram indicating panel is illuminated 
by• contact action of the position switches on 
the inlet and outlet scram valves in the HCU 
at any -time both these valves are open. These 
"panels on each rod status display provide a 
ready means for determining that all sets of 
scram valves are open upon initiation of the 
reactor scram.  

In addition tothe rod position displays and rod 
drift alarms discussed above, rod overtravel and

The operating temperatures of all CRDs are 
continuously monitored ,by a temperature 

,'recorder. A thermocouple lead from each'CRD 
position 'indicator probe ,terminates.'at the 
temperature recorder. The recorder measures and 
records variations in the thermocouple' output 
signals by periodic scanning. If the' operating 
temperature of any CRD increases above the 
250"F set point, the-CRD high, temperature 
annunciator is energized in the control room. The 
recorder is located in the reactor building 

-elevation 78'. ' '

'-,-2.3.4 System -Features 

A short discussion of system features and 
interfaces :this .system has with other plant 
systems-is, given in the 'paragraphs which 
follow.  

% 2.3.44 - Normal System 'Operation' 

,During normal power operation the CRD system 
is providing ,minimum- flow for the pump (20 
Sgpm),,.cooling water:flow',(47 .gpm)to the 137 
CRDM,'.seal purge water to the recirculation 
system pump seals(8gpm' total)'and maintaining 
the drive water header pressure at 260 psid and 
charging header 1ressure'at approximately 1400

all rods full-in output data based uponCRD, -psig. ' .  
position'indicator probe inputs, are provided.', - ., .  

When -reed switch, S50 in any CRD position. ,Normal' Drive Movement 
indicator probe is closed, the rod overtravel 
annunciator in the control room is activated. Control rod insertion or withcirawal can be made

during any power operating condition, but
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movement is routinely made only as an 
infrequent mode of operation, during power 
ascension and descension'. Rod movement is 
accomplished through the Reactor Manual 
Control System (RMCS, Section 7.1), which 
directs drive water to and exhaust water from the 
CRDM via the directional control valves.  

To insert a control rod (Figure 2.3-9), the RMCS 
first signals directional control valves (DCV's) 
121 and 123 to open. This places drive water 
pressure (reactor pressure + 260 psi) on the 
CRDM under piston area, and vents the-top of 
the drive piston to the exhaust water header. The 
RMCS also signals the insert stabilizing valve to 
close, which redirects 4 gpm from the cooling 
water flow through DCV 123.  

The exhaust water header is connected to DCV's 
120 and 121 of all the CRD's. The shut 121 
DCV's on the adjacent HCU's will act as relief 
valves when the exhaust water header pressure 
increases, venting exhaust water header pressure 
into the above piston area of the adjacent non
moving drives (which is at approximately reactor 
pressure).  

The CRDM being inserted now has approximate
ly 260 psid across its drive piston, and begins to 
lift, inserting its control rod into the core. As it 
lifts, the collet fingers move along the beveled 
lower surface of the notch they had been engaged 
in, and along the outer diameter of the index 
tube. The RMCS will maintain this set of 
conditions for a time sufficient to move the index 
tube upward so that the collect fingers will be just 
below the next lower notch position on the index 
tube. The RMCS will then close DCV's 121 and 
123, open the insert stabilizing valve, and open 
DCV 120. This maintains system flow, removes 
the upward thrust on the drive, and provides a 
vent path on the under piston area, allowing the

drive to settle downward until the collet fingers 
engage the squared groove on the' notch just 
above them. The water vented from the under 
piston area as the drive settles will pressurize the 
exhaust water header and be relieved through the 
121 valves of effectively all the CRD's. After a 
time period sufficient to have settled the drive, 
the RMCS, close DCV 120.  

Withdraw motion is more complicated because of 
the latching nature of the drive. The withdraw 
motion begins as an insert movement, as 
described above, of sufficient duration to lift the 
index tube of the CRDM off the collet fingeis and 
cam them out as they ride along the index tube.  
The RMCS then closes insert DCV's 121 &123, 
opens the inkert stabilizing valve, opens 
withdraw DCV's 120 and 122, and closes the 
withdraw stabilizing valve (Figure 2.3-10).  

This reverses the differential pressure across the 
drive piston;, and changes stabilizing flow to 
accommodate withdraw motion. In addition, the 
122 valve opening applies pressure to the collet 
piston, moving it upward which cams the collet 
fingers out against the guide cap; this action 
holds the collet fingers away from the index tube 
"so they will not latch on the index tube- notches.  
The drive is now being pushed downward. The 
RMCS times the open condition of the withdraw 
DCV's until the drive has moved downward just 
past the original latch then closes DCV 122. After 
a time period sufficient to allow the drive to 
settle, the DCV 120 valve will ve closed and the 
withdraw stabilizing vlave opened..  

As on the insert movement, all water vented to 
the exhaust header is relieved to the overpiston 
area of non-moving drives via their 121 valves.
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2.3.4.2 Scram Operation and from the continuos flow of water from the 
charging header. At this time the scram discharge 

The Reactor. Protection System (RPS, Section volume has become an extension of the reactor 

7.3) initiates CRD) system scram operation upon -vessel.  
detection of a potentially unsafe condition. .The 
controls and valves used for normal CRDM CRD system flow increases to near runout 

movement -are -not required for the scram (approx. 155 gpm) due to this flow through the 

function. Scram or rapid control rod insertion for charging header to all 137 drives into the reactor.  

reactor shutdown requires operation of a separate, - This high flow is seen by the system flow 

set of valves called the scram valves and the element and with the FCV in automatic it closes 

scram volume dump valves (Figure- 2.3-12).-. to minimum. PumP runout protection is provided 

When a reactor scram is initiated by the RPS the ,. ,by restricting orifices in the charging header and 

scram - pilot air header is- isolated -and2 -the closure of the FCV. Motor runout amps are 

depressurized. Spring pressure opensthe inlet approximately 34 amps versus approximately 20 

and outlet scram .valves on each HCU and the, during normal operation. - ,

closes the scram discharge volume vent and drain -

valves. Pressure from-the scram accumulator is ,,,,In addition to the 137 sets of scram pilot solenoid 

applied to the area below the drive piston with the valves used to isolate and vent the air from the 

area above, the 'piston piped to the scram individual scram valves for each drive and the 

discharge volume headers. The scram discharge scram dump valves there are two backup scram 

- volume headers are maintained at atmospheric, solenoid valves. These valves - are normally 

- pressure ,during normal operation. The large deenergized 125 VDC valves also controlled by 

• differential pressure applied to the drive piston. the RPS andenergize atthe same time the 

area produces a large upward force on the index - 125VAC valves deenergize. The backup valves 

tube and control rod, giving the rod a high initial control the air supply to the entire scram pilot air 

-acceleration and providing a large margin of force header.. When energized the valves reposition 

- to over come possible friction or binding in the :which isolates and vents the entire header. If any 

Sdrive line. The characteristics of the CRD system.- individual scram pilot valve failed to reposition 

are 'such that the CRD -index tube rapidly, and prevent opening of the scram valves or 

-accelerates to scram velocity. As the index tube, closing of.the volume valves the venting of the 

nears the top of its stroke,; the drive piston seals ., header should reposition them, thus providing a 

close off the ports (buffer holes) in the piston ,, redundant means of venting the header, and 

tube, reducing the speed of the index tube. The causing rod insertion. However the overall time 

number, size and spacing of the buffer holes in to insert the rods would be longer as it takes 

the CRD piston tube which are progressively - longer to vent the header by, this method.,Either 

- closed are chosen to provide a gradual decelera- -: --backup scram valve can perform- this function.  

tion of index tube movement. Bellville washers •-,Power for the valves is from the -125VDC battery 

in the top of the cylinder absorb the final inertia. -- buses, valve A -from Div. -1 and valve B from 
-.... . o - D iv. 2. . - - - -

The scram discharge volume fills and pressurizes ,, -, - - - - , 

-to reactor pressure within several seconds due to "Each CRDM requires approximately 3 gallons of 

the water displaced from the above-piston area ,water for a maximum - scram stroke; the water

-'-F),-.. fl107 A��w � 
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*side of the scram accumulator holds approxi
mately twice this volume. There is' adequate 
capacity in the hydraulic system accumulator 
supplying each CRD to complete a scram stroke 
in the required time at low reactor pressure. At 
high reactor pressures, however, the accumulator 
provides the initial surge of water, but the normal 
accumulator discharge and' line losses quickly 
reduce the pressure at the CRD to a level equal to 
reactor pressure. This causes the ball check valve 
(built into the CRD flange) to. shift its position 
and admit reactor water under the drive piston.  
Reactor pressure, therefore; supplies the force 
required to complete the scram stroke at higher 
reactor pressures, while the accumulator alone 
supplies the force for low-pressure scrams.  
Figure 2.3-13 illustrates scram times for a CRD 
using vessel pressure only, accumulator only, 
and the combination of the two.  

In addition to the above methods used to vent the 
scram' pilot header another totally independent 
system from the RPS is installed to isolate and 
depressurize the scram pilot air' header. This 
system is called the Alternate Rod Insertion 
System(ARI). The concern here is that, for 
whatever reason, the RPS fails to depressurize 
the header and insert the rods under low reactor 
water level or high reactor -pressure con 
ditions.These conditions could lead to failure of 
the fission product barriers. Thi' event is termed 
an Anticipated Transient Without a 'Scram 
(ATWS).  

ARI is a redundant reactivity control system 
required for all plants' in accordance with 
1OCFR50. The system only monitors reactor 
rater level and pressure as irip inputs and the 

equipment used (sensors, valves, power supplies 
etc.) are totally independent from any used by the 
RPS. When water level decreases to L2 (-38") or 
reactor pressures increases to 1120# two

redundant 125 VDC solenoid valves in the scram 
pilot air header in series with the backup scram 
valves (and identical to these valves ) and four 
dump dump valves are automatically energized 
which isolate and vent the header. Three of the 
six valves are 'powered from Div 1 125VDC 
supply and the other three from Div 2 125VDC 
supply. ARI can also be initiated manually by the 
reactor operator in the control room.  

2.3.4.3 Drifting Control Rod 

A drifting control rod occurs when a rod is 
moving without being commanded to move by 
the rea6toi operator. When this occurs a rod drift 
alarm is received in the control room. This circuit 
is described in the RMCS chapter.  

A control rod and index tube may drift out if the 
collet fingers have not properly engaged in the 
notch of the index tube. A drift inward may be 
caused by a leaky inlet or outlet scram valve or 
too high a cooling water pressure. The operator 
should-dentify.which control rod is drifting, 
select it and notch the drifting control rod back to 
the required position while closely observing 
that it settles and latches into the proper notch 
position.Should the control rod continue to drift, 
a drive mechanism failure is indicated and further 
required operator actions would be specified in 
the station operating procedures.  

2.3.4.4 Uncoupled Control Rod 

A control rod may become uncoupled from its 
drive mechanism due to a failure to properly 
couple initially or because of a mechanical failure 
of the coupling during rod motion. This 
condition is detected by the overtravel position 
switches which generate alarms in the control 
room when the drive mechanism has been 
withdrawn past the full out position.
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A rod overtravel alarm annunciates in the main 
control room if this condition exists.  

If this condition occurs, the operator should 
verify the coupling by first inserting the drive 
two or three notches and then withdrawing the 
drive full out, again checking for overtravel. If 
the rod and drive mechanism recouple no further 
action is required. In the event the rod does not 
recouple, the drive is fully inserted and 
applicable operating procedures are followed.  

2.3.5 System Interfaces 

Interfaces the Control Rod Drive System has 
with other plant systems are discussed in the 
paragraphs which follow.  

Condensate and Feedwater System 
(Section 2.6) 

The Condensate and Feedwater System reject line 
provides the preferred source of high quality 
water for the CRD System.  

Condensate Transfer and Storage System 

The Condensate Transfer and Storage System 
provides a backup supply of high quality water 
(the condensate storage tank) for the CRD 
System.  

Service and Instrument Air System 

Instrument air from the Service and Instrument 
Air System supplies high quality air to the CRD 
System air operated components at approximately 
67#. A Hi/Lo annunciator alarms when this 
pressure is <65# and >78#. Too high a pressure 
can cause teflon seat damage in the scram pilot 
solenoid valves and/or too long of scram times.  
To low can allow the scram valves to reposition.

Fuel and Control Rods System (Section 
2.2) 

The control rods are positioned within the reactor 
core by the CRD System.  

Reactor Manual Control System (Section 
7.1) 

The Reactor Manual Control System (RMCS) 
controls the directional control valves (DCV's) 
to direct the hydraulic water forces of the CRD 
System to cause control rod motion. The RMCS 
controls the CRD System stabilizing valves to 
allow constant flow through the CRD System, 
during rod movement thus maintaining constant 
rod speed.  
The scram discharge instrument volume has level 
instrumentation' which causes .a rod withdraw 
block if the instrument volume is half full.  

Reactor Protection System (Section 7.3) 

The Reactor Protection System -provides signals 
to hold the scram *valves shut. As long as the 
RPS is energized, both the Inlet and outlet scram 
valves remain closed.  

Recirculation System (Section 2.4) 

'The Recirculation System receives cool, clean 
water from theCRD System for recirculation 
pump seal purging.  

Emergency AC Power System 
(Section 9.2) 

The Emergency AC Power System supplies 
power to the CRD pumps A and B.
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Reactor, Water Cleanup System (Section 
2.8) 

The CRD system supplies cool, clean water to 
the reactor water cleanup pump seals for initial 
system startup.  

2.3.6 Summary 

Classification- Safety related system 

Purposes: 

1. To make changes in core reactivity by po
sitioning control rods in response to Reactor 
Manual Control System (RMCS) signals.  

2. To rapidly insert all control rods to shutdown 
the reactor in response to Reactor Protection 
System (RPS) signals.  

Components -Water source; suctioni filters; CRD 
pumps; drive water filters; recirculation pump 
seal purge line;flow control station;drive water 
pressure control station; charging water header; 
exhaust water header; hydraulic control units; 
scram discharge volume, control rod drive 
mechanisms.  

System Interfaces - Reactor Manual Control 
System, Reactor Protection System, Condensate 
and Feedwater System, Condensate Transfer and 
Storage System, Service and Instrument Air 
System, Fuel and Control Rod System, 
Recirculation System, 4160 Volt Emergency 
Distribution System.
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Table 2.3-1 MODEL 7RDB144B CRD CHARACTERIS
TICS

USNRC Technical Training Center 2.3-19 Rev U197

Design Pressure 1250 psig 

Design Temperature 5750F 

Environment Reactor Water 

Load (Rod weight, nominal-dry) 218 lb 

Load (Rod weight, nominal-wet) 186 lb 

Weight of moving CRD parts 80 lb-dry 

Weight of moving CRD parts 69 lb-wet 

Stroke-normal 144 in 

Stroke with overtravel 147 1/2 in 

Incremental positioning 6 in 

Total number of latch points 24 

Position indication increments 3 in 

Overall length-fully retracted 172 11/16 in 

Overall length-fully extended 320 3/16 in 

Maximum tube diameter 4 1/8 in 

Maximum flange diameter 9 518 in 

Total weight-dry 450 lb

G.E. Technology Systems Manual Control Rod Drive System
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Table 2.3-2 Control Rod Position Indication

CRD Probe Switch Inches From Full Rod Position Rod Position 
number Insert Readout Display 

S51 -11 /4 Green Light, No Overtravel beyond 
readout full in 

S52 -3/8 Green Light * Normal full in, 
latched 

S0o 0 00 Readout Normal full in, 
latched 

S01 3 01 Readout Half way between 
00 and 02 

S02 6 02 Readout Latched at 02 

S48 144 48 Readout Normal fullout, 
latched 

S49 144 Redlight ** Normal fullout, 
latched 

S50 146 Overtravel Overtravel beyond 
annunciator fullout 

* Switches S52 and SOO close nearly simultaneously to show 00 readout with a green backlighting.  

** Switches S48 and S49 close simultaneously to show 48 readout with a red backlighting.
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Figure 2.3-4 Scram Discharge Volume
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Figure 2.3-6 Enlarged Cutaway of Lower CRD
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Figure 2.3-9a CRDM Operation (Insert) 
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